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PREFACE

This research project had its beginnings when I asked myself the

question "What am I doing here ?" I asked it not as a philosophical

inquiry into my existence as a human being but as a practical question

concerning my status as a graduate student in the Department of English

as a Second Language. My colleagues and I were taking specialized

training so that we could work in English language programs at home and

overseas. After a year and a half of intensive study

linguistics, ps c holinguistics, and other aoade

socio-

I realized

that although I was coming to know my job quite well, I really had no

clear idea of the attitudes of the people who would become my students.

Did they really need the English language and native speaking teachers?

If so, why? What types of skills did they want to develop? These and

many other questions flooded my mind. The following pages recount my

attempt to satisfy my curiosity and find the answers to these questions.



CELAFTER

BACKGROUND TO THE STUD)

"If English is indeed the principle language of inter-
national communication, it is only the latest in a
series of languages to hold this position...1f anything
is clear from the history of international communication,
it is that once a Language has established itself as
predominant in the world it will eventually fall from
that perch. There is no reason to suppose, moreover,
that this will not happen to English as well."

Richard Nos
(Noss 1967)

In the distant future, most people in the world will know English.

Agree: 609 Neutral; 153 Disagree: 59

821 students in Singapore, India,
and Thailand, 1978

"We have imbibed our ideas of freedom and democracy
through this language...English has been like the
Prince coming from the West, whose magic touch had
roused the Sleeping Beauty of the East- India- to
a new life of hope and promise."

Niranjan Niyogi
(Niyogi 1965)



The Problem.:

At this point in world history, English is the preeminent language

of wider communication. In addition to its 275,000,000 native speakers,

there are millions of others who speak it as a second or foreign 1-_guage.

Gage and ()lames ian (1974) estimated that there were e_ 115,000,000

people enrolled in English language programs in the one hundred and six

countries they surveyed. English is used as a library language, as the

medium of ee.ence and tec nology, as a contact language between nations

and parts of nations, and as the language of media and modernity. It is

also seen as a vestige of British colonial' d as an arm American

cultural imperialism. English all of these things and more..

At the pedagogical level we see millions of aspiring English speakers,

Thousands of teachers are being trained to help them; pillions of dollars

are being spent on materials for their classes; and billions of ho

expended yearly in the quest for English fluency. What I propose to do

to examine a small segment of this interest in and demand for Engli

Specifically I intend to look at the ads for English among final year

bachelor degree students majoring in :he fields of English, engineering,

and commerce /business in the nations of Singapore, India, and Thailand.

The growing trend in language teaching philosophy today is towards

looking first at the learner rather than the method or materials in order

to discover his nsyehological and pragmatic needs. Meeting both of these

needs is viewed as a prerequisite for successful language teaching and

learning. In order to gain some insights into the needs of foreign stu-

dents and the role of English in Asia today, I undertook this study

seeking answers to these basic que



1. Why do students study English?

2, With whom are they now using: English and with whom do

they plan to use it in the future?

What language skills do they wish to develop?

4, What are their opinions regarding the English language,

target varieties, and the future of English as a world

language?

The above questions represent the basic broad areas on which I fo-

cused. I was especially interested in looking at the answers to these

questions in terms of the differences and similarities that might exist:

1) between students in countries that have different uses for English;

and 2) between students in different fields of study. This thesis will

examine the country by country data. The second set of data will be used

for a series of articles to be sent to the cooperating institutions and

j_ :male in the countries involved.

The particular aspects of these questions that I wish to examine

are as follows:

Reasons: As precisely as I can, I hope to identify the specific reasons

why these students study English. I an interested in determining if

their responses show a preference for the use of English as an in ana-

t onal language for social /economic purposes in their own country, as an

international language for worldwide communication, or as a foreign lan-

guage for interaction primarily with native speakers. I would also like

to see how their pattern of reasons relates to Gardner and Lambert's

theory of instrumental and integrative not ions.



Skills: Before syllabi and materials are prepared or adapted---
vitally important tro knew exactly what the students want to learn. Are

they more interested in reading, writing, speaking, or listening? What

specific applications of these skills are most important? For example,

do they wish to improve their reading so that they can read English lit-

erature, letters, or professionally related -at- ials?

LtIallM22-) With whom the student presently using English? I an

4

primarily interested in finding out the frequency of use of English with

certain categories of people (e.g. family, teachers, etc.) and various

groups of speakers (e.g. native and non - native speakers). I am also

interested in their future expectations regarding the use of English

these same categories of people. Will they predict increases or decreases

in frequency Lf use with these people?

Varieties of English: Until recently a close approximation to a native

speaker standard was the theoretical goal of most language programs and

language learners. Although in reality it was recognized as an almost

impossible goal, most students and teachers held to the idea that one had_

to strive for native-like fluency. With the development and recognition

of local varieties of English in a ter of countries (e.g. India,' the

Philippines, etc.) some educators have asked that this impractical goal

dropped and that students be allowed to to reach a more real-

izable goal g that of an educated speaker of English of their own nation-

alitY (Kachru 1976, 1977, Lester 1976, Smith 1976). The British have

been in the vanguard of this movement. Clifford Prator Orator 1968),

among others, has been strongly opposed to it. I am interested in seeing
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udents recognize the existence of a local variety of English and if

they wish to see it taught in their schools. If a foreign standard is

preferred, I want to know which one it is.

Culture: Are students interested in English simply as a linguistic code

do they also want tc learn about native speaker literature and culture?

This may also be related to the social milieu in which students plan to

use English. People who wish to use English as an indigenous contact

language may be less interested in native speaker cultures than the per-

son who plans to travel to those countries or to deal extensively with

Western

Justification:------_-____

The information collected and presented here should be of interest

se who are involved in teaching English and developing materials.

hese tasks can be made easier and more certain of success if theBoth

students' views on these matters are known. The identification of the

skills desired will be useful in this regard but is not enough. Perhaps

a teacher or a book will be more successful if t reasons behind those

desires are known_ An understanding of the need for eiglish as perceived

by the students themselves should be extremely valuable in formulating

meaningful materials and effective ching strategies. The data collected

on varieties of English and the mixing of language and culture will be

useful in as far as it sheds light on the larger problems of selecting

a standard, the culture - specificity of any language, and the future of

English as a world language.



Description of he Study:

Type: This is a synchronic cross - national study. The data was gathered

by means of a direct closed format type questionnaire th one hundred and

eleven items. Most items required the respondent to make a choice from

a one tc five semantic differential scale. A closed format was used

rather than an open-ended one because of the difficulty of quantifying

ope ended responses and because it was deemed more efficient and thorough

to present the students with extensive lists of reasons, skills, etc.

and ask them to judge those items rather than to ask the respondents to

conjure up all the many possibilities themselves in the limited time

available. The topics studied were considered to generally be low emo-

tion ubjects amenable to this type of questionnaire. The nature of the

topics plus the anonymity of the respondents probably favored truthful

responses. A questionnaire was favored over such other research methods

such as a matched g

in the study.

etc. because of the wide range of topics surveyed

Subjects: The subjects were final year bachelor degree students in the

fields of: 1) English language, literature, or teaching; 2) engineering;

and 3) business /coemmerce. These groups were selected because of the

diverse views they light be expected to have towards English- A. future

analysis of the data will be made in terms of these academic groups rather

than national groups. Since this was a trinational study, consideration

also made of the availability of subjects in these fields in these

covert es.

Final year students were selected because they were r likely to:

1) have developed opinions on their need for English; 2) have made
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choices; be able to ewer a question

that was written wi English. Hovever, because several English language

e of the necessary complex

educators in Thailand strongly argued that an English language question-

naire would be too difficult for their students, a Thai translation was

produced with the aid of the Central Institute of English in Bangkok and

the English Language Center of C ulaloa6korn University. Some slight

differences in the questions were unavoidable but on the thole the trans

lation was felt to be a good one by a number of Thai educators. In some

cases the Thai version was even an improvement over the English version.

Reference is made to final year students ratilr than fourth year

students because some departments had three or five year programs. The

subjects were selected from a number of universities and colleges with a

cos opolitan cross - section of students representative of the studeri..t

population as a whole. Equal numbers of students from each department

were sought but this did not prove possible. Over 825 students partici-

pated in the study. There were 110 from Singapore, 3142 from India, and

313 from. Thailand.

Review Research;

There is not much literature rectly with the range af

questions asked in this thesis. A lot of work has been done on attitudes

but it has generally taken a quite different approach. The main fo

of this research has been on the following areas:

1. Attitudes of the learner toward the target language

The most notable work in this area has been done by Gardner

and Lambert (1972) among French and english Canadians

2. Attitudes of people towards various Language vari

1'



dialects. en (1974) studied Mexican - American judgements

of English and Spanish; Fraser (1973) d reactions to

American dialects; Ryan (1973) studied ions to accented

speech.

3. Attitudes of teAchers an.d parents tcwaris foreign language

study (Ack 1972, Papila 1971, Feenstra 1969, Savignon

1976, de Garcia 1976).

4. Attitudes of American students towards the study of foreign

languages (Rei

5. The relation o

holds that attitudes s

t 1970).

udes to achievement. Macnamara (1973)

minor factor, However, the

vast Majority of studies attach great importance to the

le of attitudes (Spolsky 1969, Gardner al. 1972, 1975,

1976). Savignon (1976) even considers it to be the most

important factor in second Language learning.

That there is not h written along the 1 this present study.

ti.Is probably due to the fact that this research deals with three areas

which investigstors usually keep fairly separate: attitudes, motivations,

any 1,11znage use. It may also be because such studies are more likely

to be done by governments f- in- country use only and not for publication.

In addition, the work has b done with Mexican- American, French-

culadian, and English - Canadian groups. These situations are much differe

from those in this study in that roost deal with two language groups living

side by side. In the Asian context there are no large bodies of native

speakers to integrate with, Since most of the material in these areas is

of only marginal interest, 1 will conf

which are directly releva

my remarks to those studi
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ajor work done on attitudes and motive. tions is the body of mate-

produ_ced by Vallace Lambert and Robert Gardner and their associates.

More than any other people they have established the importance of atti-

Ludes d toptivatIon is see nd language learn: g. Their initial at

showed that students who ted towards learning a second language

in order to comminicate with that language group tended to have amore

favorable attitudes towards that group and that this resulted in a greater

effort to acquire the target language. They concluded that these motive=

tiara'

as

vati

stri

bles were as highly related to second language achievement

the indices of language aptitude. They labeled this type of moti-

ninugrative" as opposed to "instrumental' type motives which were

y

heir research, Gardner and Lambert were interested more in iden-

tifying these broad types of motives than in discovering the speci

zr students were learning the target language. The bicultura

Contexts ,Alict they did most of their research also _es it less ep-

nlicable tc) my work. }owe"rer, they did do a companion in the

Philip punea. The results showed that students with an instrumental out-

look who received par

cessnil in de

of stuclernt s an nt

support for their study of English were sue-

Lag proficiency in the language. However, for subgroup

ive orientation had a great effect on proficiency -

especially the oral-aural sic ll,s. They concluded that in a country where

English is an imported world, language and national la age, both instru-

mental mnd integrative motivations must be cultivated (Gardner and Lambert

1972). n earlier study (Santos 1968) had produced the seine results.



Ho never ,

tha is

not towards

India, Lukm (L972) did siail,ar research with 60 h school

girls and concluded that in their case t

highly related to English pr y than integrative motives. Their

er cone, rhatcver integrative motivation

10

ected towards an English spearing Filipino group and

speaking group.

e-tal motivation was more

proficiency came from a desire to use English as a to

with the demands of modern life and not as a means of

erice group s

which to cope

refer-

s native English speakers or English speaking Indians.

Given the small honogerreous sampling made, one i,s hesitant to generalize

that this is the case in India. Also, an de her 0V of i.nstru-

mental and inteative reasons, she was not careful enough in king them

unambiguoUs. Therefore some of her data, suspect.

None of these studies has really tried to isolate the specific

reasons why stud

did th for Jo

Asian countries study English. Ka n (1975)

ad that the main reason

to get a job outside the country. Although in Jord

administrators night hesitate to recogniz

s to enable students

teachers and

encourage that Y13 of

ion, in Host cases language propams could be made stronger if they

were more in

The most relevant study on the skills that students desire to develop

was found in an unpublished paper by Lyle Bachman (1975) reporting the

result

ith the students' real teeds.(Joiner 1974, Lipton 1972).

Ludy done with college administrators, teachers, and students

in Thailand. Fifty-six perce

students

listen

hould gain proficienc

the undergraduates contacted felt that

all four language s, 12% favored

d speaking, 91 favored listening and reading, and 9% favored
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reading and ing. When rating a number of skills as objectives for

learning English at the college level, students assigned the highest

importance to

1. conducting independent study ira their area of spec_

understanding lectures in English.

res... g textboolcs and journals i,n the ir fields.

4. reading and understanding general. Englis

5. coo

6.

Bachman's study confined itself to the uses of English in the academic

g with foreign lecturer

nuing their education in English speaking countries.

world of the student. rio information is provided on the size or as. ure

f the study.

A number of unpublished papers on the position of English in Singapore,

India, and Thailand. were useful in designing the research presented here.

'he most uP-to-d te and personal ones were those contained in the ESL

State of the Art papers written by Asian EFL/ESL teachers and program

admi ni-strators for they Culture Learning Institute of the East-West Center

(Smith 1970-79). The pagers give a brief over of the status of English

in certain As

(1967), Watson

ies. Other surveys include H-yd (1967), Noss

baban (1974) and Lee (1976). Each has a discussion

en the language situations in Thailand and Singapore. Gopinathan (1974),

Rassan (1976), and Crewe (1977) are collections of articles on the edu-

cational, social, and. Linguistic conditions prevailing in Singapore. Kuo

(1974, 1976) presents the facts and figures on the growth of a bilingual

state. He predicts that English will soon become the most widely spread

language among Sitgapor ans. Platt (1975) describes the dialects spoken
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there while Tongue (1974) analyzes the English used by educated speakers

in Singapore and Malaysia. Some aspects of the Thai situation are pre-

sented in articles by Anderson (1970), Brown 0.976), Brudiprabha (1976),

Debyasuvart (1978), and Wangsotor (L976). The general English language

situation in India is documented in papers by Eachru (1969, 1976, 1977),

Kutchandaal 1976) and the Ministry of Educati- (1967, L966, 1971).

Arguments for and against the retention of English as an official language

are discussed in Desad (1956), Niyogi (1965), and Ne. ayam (1970). A

wealth of statistics detailing the status of English as well as many of

the indigenous languages can be found in books by the Central Institute

of Indian Languages (1971) Nigam (1972), and Chaturvedi (1976).

The final topic area of relevance is the larger question of the role

of English in non-natire speaking countries. As argued in articles by

Pretor (1968) and Kachru (1976, 1977) , the questi of which Stan

dard to follow and how to maintain mutual iritelLigibility- among various

dialects of English. Frator opposes the acceptance of local national

_ties of English as standards for instruction. Kachru rebuts his

icisms and argues that English now belongs to the world and not only

native speakers. The users have the right to adapt English to

their own needs. This may mean that a number of standards may develop

even within the same country depending on the gr 'th whom it will hC

eventually used. Kachr (1976) also reports on a sur vey of graduate stu-

dents which showed a preference 66.6% for following the British model

as the goal. for English programs. Only 5 prefe ed American English,

while 22 preferred Indian English. fifty -six per cent

'however, labeled their

295 as Brit h English

e :students,.

spoken variety of English as Indian English,

3% s American English.



Agreeing in substance w
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Kachru says are two papers by Lester

(1976) and Smith (1976), both entitled "English as an International Aux-

iliary Language". They suggest that the EIAL outlook is more realistic

than the old ESL/TF1 framework- They see English as being used on a num-

ber of different levels: 1) as a reading or research language; 2) as

an auxiliary language within a country; 3) as an international language;

4) as a native language. They envision a number of standards depending

on the level h English will be used. Both discuss the pedagogical

implications of such an event.

Smith and Lester also tackle the question of the role of culture in

language teaching. Sommer (1r4) believes that mporta,nt to teach

culture along with the language because it i.ncreas s motivation and helps

the student develop a positive attitude toward the target group. Lester

and Sm7th would. probably ag: they would question whether

the native speaker's culture which has to be taught. If English is

be used as an auxiliary language within a country, it would be more real

is to teach it in terms the local culture.

e °Testing of the Instrument.

The questionnaire ws given to thirty students in two ELI classes

at the University cf Hawaii and to some volunteers from the Hawaii English

Lange Program. The students ranged in a.ge from 16 to 30 and were from

seven different countries and many fields of study. This situation was

not very similar to the actual field conditions, but testing did serve

test could be done in class period. Tines ranged

from 20-60 minutes. Students doing it outside of class generally

retorted spsnddiig more time on it than those who did it in class. They

to verily that t

1:71
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reported very few problems of comprehension of the ial. The diffi-

culties they encountered were primarily caused by the concepts stated

and not by the language itself. The questionnaire was shown to educators

from Thailand and India. Based on the feedback received from these stu-

dents and teachers the questionnaire was revised. Several changes were

also made to increase the ease of tabulation of the results.

Procedure:

The instrunient was administered in a variety of ways depending on

the policies of the cooperating institutions. Some were done in class

under the supervision of the researcher or a teacher resulting in a one

hundred percent completion rate. Others were handed out to be done on

the students' own time at home. The percentage of return naturally

fluctuated with this latter group.

Sampling Locations_:

The sampling took place ee large cities in three

ngapore, Republic of Singapore; 2) Hyderabad, India; 3) Bangkok,

Thailand. The English language situation prevailing in each of these

countries is discussed in the next chapter. A list of the cooperating

institutions in each of the countries is in Appendix A.

Data n and Method of Anal s'-:

All of the information on the questions

comments was placed on data cards and a comp

cot her than spontaneous

analysis using the SFSS

program was run- This analysis produced the means, median, standard

error, standard deviation, etc. addition to a frequency table for the

responses to each item. Computer time and the assistance of a computer
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expert mpolied by the Culture Learning Institute of East-W

Center.

The Discussion:

Throughout the ensuing discussion of the data I viii refer to the

ht e groups by nationality. This is merely for convenience sake and

does not mean that I an proposing that this data describes the attitudes

f entire nations. It does, however, give an acc ate dencripti n of the

views of the target groups in the cities surveyed.



CHAPTER II

THE COUNTRIES kND THE STUDENTS

"343.1 The official language of the Union shall be

Hindi in the Devanagri script.

"2. Notwithstanding anything in Clause 1, for a
period of fifteen years from the commencement of
this Constitution, the English language shall con-
tinue to be used for all the official purposes of
the Union for which it was being used immediately
before such commencement.

"3. Parliament may by law provide for the use
after said fifteen years, of the English language."

The Constitution of India
(Abraham 1977)

"7.1 Malay, Mandarin, Tamil and English shall be
the four official languages of Singapore."

The Republic of Singapore
Independence Act of 1965
(Kuo 1974)

"5.1 In principle in the elementary level all pupils
must study the Thai language and other life skills so
that they will become united and can communicate with
one another. In the required course of twentyfive
hours, foreign languages are not offered, but the
teaching of foreign languages in addition to the
required curriculum could be allowed where appropriate.

"5.2.1 Therefore private schools which are capable
of teaching English from first to fourth grade
should be allowed to offer English courses.

"5.2 At present the English language has become a
pert of the daily life of the people, especially in
urban areas. Therefore the English language is of
fered as one of the subjects from the fifth/sixth
grade. English is also an international language
which is the means for inforuation and knowledge
of the Thai people

National Education Policy
Thailand, 1977
(Ministry of Education 1977)



In order to understand the data which is presented in subsequent

chapters, it is essential first know something about the English lan-

guage situations in the three countries s yea. This knowledge will

be very helpful in the interpretation of the responses and in accounting

for similarities and differences that nai.ht arise between these countries.

Singapore:

Singapore is a city state of about 2,3 ,000 people situated on the

southern ext e of the Malay peninsula. It is a multicultural country

composed primarily of people of Chinese 170%), Malay (15%), and Indian

(7%) ancestry. Singapore's language policy reflects this multiethnic

make-up. There are four official languages. Mandarin, Tamil, and Malay

represent the three great cultural traditions extant in Singapore while

English represents its colonial heritage technological future.

In the educational system instruction is available in all four official

languages from the grin ary through the secondary grades. At the tertiary

level English is the only medium of instruction. Previously Nanyang

University was a Chinese medium instit tion, but it changed to English

after 1975.

The Government of Singapore pursues a bilingual policy that requir

the learning of English plus one of the other official languages. This

causes problems for some students of Indian and Chinese origin who speak

a language other than Mandarin or Tam l at home. For instance, the

largest group of speakers in Singapore are those using the Hokkien dialect

Chinese. Thus for a large number of students, the "mother tongue"

studied in school or used as a medium of instruction is often a second

language for them and not their actual native language. In addition to

that language they must also learn English.
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InSingappreansociety at large English has an important role to

play. It is the language of the government bureaucracy, the laws and i

courts, tourism, technology, and business. Singapore has the highest per

0.ta income of any country in South or Southeast Asia.. It is rapidly

moving into higher technology areas of manufacturing and shipbuilding

and desires to become the center of international. business and banking

bat part of Asia. In order to make use of Western technology and to

attract Western capital, it is felt that English is necessary. English

also seen as the mortar which will help cement the three ethnic groups

into a single community with a distinctly Singaporean identity. In a

1971 study, students from the English stream received the highest ratings

for cultural and linguistic tolerance while the Chinese stream received

the lowest (Kuo 1976).

At the same time, however, many Singaporeans are wary that the spread

English will lead to a deculturalization of their society. While

opening the door to modern technology and skills, they fear that English

Will also transmit Western values that may conflict with traditional

cultural values (Kuo 1976). It is hoped that the promotion of the three

ft
ther tongues" in the school system will reinforce local cultural

traditions and inhibit the spread of the undesired effects of Westerniza6

and industrialization.

Meanwhile the use '-h continues to grow. Under the Bilingual

Policy both Mandarin and English have made strong advances in terms of

the numbers of speakers each language; but while the spread of

Mandarin has primarily been through the Chinese =unity, English has

been popular with every ethnic group. In 1947, 31.6% of primary and

secondary students were enrolled in English stream schools as opposed
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By 1967 the positions had reversed with

58.9% in the English stream and only 33.85 in Chinese medium schools

(Kuo 1976). The figures for 1977 enrollment in primary schools showed

that over 82% of the children ere being placed in English medium schools

(Kuo 1978, personal communication). Prime Minister L1ee uan Yew inter-

preted this movement as meaning that "parents have continued to place the

future careers of their children before any cultural or linguistic patri-

otism!' (Gopinath _ 1975:59).

In 1975, 56%-of the Singaporeans surveyed said at they could

once stand English. Younger people were more likely to know English than

older adults (Kuo 1976). If its present rate of growth among all ethnic

groups continues, it is probable that English will soon become the domi-

nant language of Singapore for international as well as international

Purposes.

India,:

Whenever

invariably brings up the example of India. A nation of 623,000,000

people of various eligions and ethnicities, it is almost impossible to

label anyone thing as being representative of all of India. In the 1961

icult _ tilingual are used, someone

Inst

over 1600 mother tongues were reported in use in India (Central

U e of Indian Languages 1971). Although many Linguists agree that

his is a highly inflated figure, no one argues with the fact that India

one of the more linguistically heterogenous co trie in the world.

addition to a very large number of indigenous languages, India also

Ys claim to having one of the world's largest English speaking popula

tions. In the early 1970s it was estimated that there were almost
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18,000,000 students enrolled in English classes in India (Gage and

Ohanessian 1974).

The 1950 Constitution of India proclaimed Hindi as the official

language of the Indian Union with English as an associate official lan-

guage until 1965. The establishment of Hindi was a victory for the

northern Hindi speaking states over the'sTuthern Dravidian language

speaking states who wished to keep English as the official language. The

vote.for Hindi succeeded in Parli __Olt by only one vote.

During the working out a compromise, berth groups agreed to con-

tinue with the use of English until 1965 when the situation would be

reassessed. In 1967 an amendment was added to the Official Languages

Act f 1963 which stated that ' ",the use of both Hindi and English for

specific official purpo shall remain in force until resolution f0i

the discontinuance of the use of the English language...have been passed

by the Legislatures of all the states which have not adopted Hindi as

the official language" (Abraham 1977). Since Hindi is not the official

language of 15 state governments, it is not probable that all these state

will agree to the abandonment of English for many years to come.

At the present time India continues to follow the Three Language

Formula which was accepted by all the states in 1961. Under this plan

students in the dindi speaking states would study a modern Indian language,

preferably one of the southern languages, in addition to Hindi and English.

In the south it was hoped that schools would teach the local language

plus Hindi and English (Ministry of Education 1967). In both cases

Ihglish was to be the third language order of importance. In practice,

ltowerer, in both areas English received the second greatest mount of
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emphasis after the mother tongue. Hindi has been growing in influence

but it is doubtful if it Will soon be popular enough to displace English

from its associate language status.

One of the South's major arguments for the continued use of English

as an official language is the same as one used by the Government of

Singapore. Because English is not an indigenous language, it can se

as a neutral medium for communication and competition between the local

language groups. No single group of native speakers gains an important

advantage by having its language used exclusively for national civil

service tests, government documents, courts of law, etc. All groups

the country must struggle equally to gain fluency in the neutral language.

The state of Andhra Pradesh lies geographically between the radicals

of both extremes. It had a population of 35,934 ,898 in 1961, Telegu, a

Dravidian language, is the mother tongue of almost 86% of the people.

The next most widely spoken mother tongue is Urdu with 2,553,753 speakers.

Hindi has the eighth largest number of native speakers (Central institute

of Indian Languages 1971). For years much of Andhra Pradesh was part of

the Muslim kingdom of Hyderabad ruled by an Urdu speaking Nizam. At

that time the medium of instruction at the state's largest tertiary

institution, Osmania University, was Urdu. It is interesting to note

that the new medium of instruction later adopted was English and not

Hindi, although the latter is very similar to Urdu in its spoken form.

Under the present system, the University enrolls mostly graduate students.

Undergraduate education is carried out by a number of affiliated colleges

some of which offer courses in Telegu.

English is a required language from fifth grade through the first

year or two of college. Although it has the status of a third language
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behind the mother tongue and Hindi, more time is actually given to English

than to Hindi. For the secondary school leaving certificate, a higher

passit e is required for English than for Hindi (Chaturvedi 1976).

It is obvious that in Andhra Pradesh Hindi in more important than English

only on paper and not in the classroom.

Hyderabad is the capital of Andhra Pradesh and is the fifth largest

city in India. It has a population of over 2-000,000 people. Its

university and colleges attract students from all over the state as -ell

as from outside the state. Respondents for the present study were drawn

from Osmania University and five colleges in the city.

Thailand:

Thailand is a nation of 44,000,000 people. Its populace is much

more homogenous than t .ose India and Singapore. Over 80% speak

of the four main Thai dialects as their mother tongue. The vast majority

are Buddhist ond are of the same racial group. Unlike India and Singapore,

Thailand was able to escape the fate of colonization even though all of

neighbors eventually fell under the control of either the Brit

or the French.

Whereas the arrival of English signaled the decline of many kingdom-'

in Asia, in Thailand English was imported at the behest of a king. King

Mongkut, who ruled Thailand from 1851 to 1868, learned English from

:erican missionaries and later hired private English tutors for his own

children thus bringing status to the language and providing the story

line for the famous musical, "Tbe King and I". Successive generations

f the royal family contin...ed to learn English and its study gradually

spread to the middle class. By 1911 a knowledge of English had bec

the status symbol of the modern educated person. In 1913 it became a
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compulsory subject from the fourth grade on. In 1932 it was made compul-

sory from the fifth grade onwards Debyasuvarn 197b). That is its present

position in the educational system although some educators are trying very

hard to persuade the government to have it made into an optional subject.

The Stud

The respondents were final year college students from a total of

twelve universities and colleges in the three countries. A list of all

the cooperating institutions is included in the appendix. Despite vari-

ations in the position of English in the respective educational systems,

the average number of years of English study was about the same. The

Singaporeans led with 14.2 years while the Indians and the Thais were

very close with 13.7 and 13.5 years respectively. Greater differences

were seen in the percentages of students who had attended high schools

and colleges where English was the main medium of instruction. The

S _gaporeans and Indians were very similar in this aspect of their back-

ground. Sixty-four percent of the Singaporeans and sixty-seven percent

of the Indians reported attending English medium high schools.

college the percentages were ninety-eight percent for Singapore and

ninety-four percent for Hyderabad.

The Thai group presented a much different picture. Less than 2%

reported attending high schools where English was a. major medium of

instruction. Over 5% said that they were attending a college or univer-

Y where English was the main language. Most of these people were

major ng in English and were receiving much ,.)f their instruction in

aglisb. There are no English medium colleges or universit

Thailand.



Responses to questions concerning their personal English language

background evealed almost the same pattern of differences. The
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Singaporeans led the way in claiming that English was used at home when

they were children. Over 515 made that claim. A high percentage of

Indians (38.3%) also replied in the affirmative. Less than 3% of the Thais

reported the use of English in their homes. The same divisions appeared

when the three groups listed the first language they learned to speak and

the language they now know the best. Over 18% of the Singaporeans and

6.5% of the Indians said that English was the first language they learned.

There may have been some confusion here over the use the word "learned".

Some respondents may have felt that the word implied a formal school set-

t _g and that they had "acquired" their mother tongue English was

the first languagethey had actually studied. In any case, the figures

do indicate that there may be some near-native speakers in the sampling.

When asked to estimate tae percentage of time English was used in their

homes when they were children, forty Singaporeans (23.5%) guessed that

English was used at least 50% of the time. Eleven (3.6%) of them said

it was used at least 9070 of the time. Forty-six Indians (6.7%) said

English was used 50% of the time and nine (Z1%) thought it had been

used at least 90% of the time. When asked to pick the language they now

knew the best, 59% of the Singaporeans and over 465 of the Indians

Picked English. These percentages seem high and some people may have

misinterpreted the question in some way. Once again, however, these

seemingly high figures do indicate something about the general language

situations in those countries. Many students Singapore and India do

have an excellent command of English and use it daily. It
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highly possible that for a large percentage of them English really is

their best language for some purposes. Thoe who had used English as

their medium of instruction in high school as well as college were more

likely to feel that English was their best language.

Among the Thais the situation was much different. Slightly less

than three percent of them reported that English was used in their homes

when they were children. The same. felt that English was their

best language at present while only one student out of 313 said that

English was the first language he learned. In this case the Thai ques-

tionnaire was probably less ambiguous than the English version and

resulted in a more accurate picture of the English language situation in

Thailand. Due to a printing error, however, the question asking for

estimates of the percentage of English use in the home was left off the

Thai questionnaire.

Thus as we have seen in the descriptions of the position of English

in each of these countries, there is a great similarity between India

and Singapore and a great difference between these two and Thailand.

The dichotomy between countries where English is an official language

used, for int anati---1 purposes and other nations where: it is a foreign

language used mainly for international communication is bound to be

reflected in the educational backgrounds of students from those types

of situations.

There was one factor, however, which did not reflect this dichotomy.

A heavy majority in each country reported that they had received some

parental encouragement for the study of English. Seventy-seven percent

of the Singaporeans, 7% of the Indians, and 68% of the Thais said that
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their parents had encouraged them. Not a single respondent out of 825

signaled that he had been discouraged. The rest of the parents were

neutral.

The closeness of the figures is somewhat surprising; the differences

are not. As we have seen, English is fast becoming the major language

of Singapore and for the vast majority of these students English fluency

will most probably enhance their economic and social positions. The

situation in India is similar but English fluency doesn't seem to be

crucial a skill as it is in Singapore. In Thailand it is obviously not

a pressing need or an overly valuable skill. One would have to surmise

that the needs of the Thai students are quite different. It may also

be that the Thai questionnaire's use of a strong ward for "discouraged"

dissuaded some respondents from choosing that option. But it is defi-

nitely safe to say that a majority of parents feel, for whatever asons,

that a knowledge of English will benefit their children and that very

few parents, if any, are going to oppose the learning of English by their

children. Regardless of whatever their personal feelings towards the

language may be, most parents in all three of these countries probably

view English as a skill that their child should acquire.



CHATTER III

WHY WE STUDIED ENGLISH

"If English is an evil, it is a necessary evil and
must continue, in the interest of unity, progress
and the future of India."

P.D. Shastri

(Shastri 1977)

"English is the only language which is a medium
of instruction available throughout the country
and many parts of the world."

An Indian student

"It looks impressive to know English."

A Thai student

"It is an international language. Most textbooks

are write in English. It is used everywhere. The

owner of the language are advanced, so I would like

to know more about them (through English)."

A Thai student

"My family wanted someone in the family of Chinese
educated children'to speak English."

A Singapore student

"English is the most popular medium through which
advanced technology and business concepts are
expressed."

A Singapore student
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Having gone through almost fourteen years of English language study,

it is hoped that these students had some motivating factors other than

the requirements of their educational system. In order to discover the

forces that may have encouraged them in their tudy, the students were

presented with a list of 25 possible reasons for language learning and

asked to rate each one on a scale f one to five fro_ "definitely my

reason" to "definitely NOT my reason" thus indicating the extent to which

was one of their personal reasons for studying English. Both the

gaporeans and Indians rated fourteen of these reasons positively

according to the grout, means. The Thais only ranked thirteen positively.

All twenty five reasons are listed below in order of their ranking by

all 825 respondents as a single group. Each reason is followed by a code

vord which represents that reason in the table in Appendix B which gives

the mean score and ranking i.t received from each group. Since there was

a neutral choice given, the pro and con percentages do not add up to a

fwd. 100%. These percentages were calculated by adding the scores for

the first and last two oho ices.

1. I studied English because I will need it for my work. (Work)

This was ranked first by both the Indians and the SingaporeanS and

fifth by the Thais. Ninetyfive percent in Singapore, 94% in India, and

86; in Thailand asserted that this was an important reason for their

studying English. In addition to its importance within the country-

aglish is also valuable for obtaining lucrative jobs with foreign busi

nes s and international agencies and for conducting foreign trade.
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2. I studied English primarily because it is required in our system.

(System)

This was ranked second by the Indians and the Singaporeans and

eighth by the Thais. The Singaporeans (905) and Indians (80%) emphasized

this reason much more-than the Thais (63%). The difference could lie in

the fact that English is only a compulsory subject in Thailand while it

Official language in the other two countries. For many of the

Indians it was their medium of instruction in high school and college in

addition being a compulsory subject from fifth grade on. However,

many of them probably had other options in choosing their medium of

instruction. The Singaporeans had much less choice in the matter.

English was a compulsory subject from the early primary grades and after

1975 it was the only medium of instruction available at the tertiary

level.

hat

I studied English so that I could talk to native speakers of English

for business/educational reasons'. (Natbus)

This was the Thais' highest ranked reason with 92% of them claiming

played a part in their desire to learn English. The Singaporeans

(785) and Indians (74) both ranked it as their fourth strongest reason.

Its high ranking partly shows why work needs was the most popular reason

overall.

I studied English so that I could talk to other foreigners for

business /educational reasons. (Forbus)

This was ranked third overall by the Thais with 87% picking it as

a personal reason while only 6% ected it. Students in Singapore
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placed it fifth with 75% of them giving it support. It vnn sixth for

the Indians as 66% of them rated it positively. It appears that contacts

foreigners will, be mainly for work or educational reasons.

I studied English so that I could talk to native speakers of English

about general things. (Uatgen)

Eighty-eight percent cf the Thais stressed this reason as they rated

it second. Sixty-two percent the Indians and se,.-nty percent of the

Singaporeans believed that this was one of their reasons although they

placed it in ninth and eighth place respectively. For most groups this

was the first reason mentioned that was integrative one and showed

that they wanted English for something other than its utilitarian value.

I studied English so that I could get a good job in my own country.

(Gdjob)

This was an important reason for 90% of the Singaporeans. It was

third on their list. The Thais ranked it seventh as 80% of them claimed

it as a reason. The Indians (65%) placed it eighth. It is common know-

ledge in these countries that fluency in English can lead to better

paying jobs. In Singapore the disparity in the quality of jobs offered

to the Chinese medium graduates of iIanyang University as opposed to those

offered to the English medium graduates of the University of Singapore

led to student clamor for a switch to English. The changeover was

eventually made in 1975.

I studied English so I could talk to other foreigners about general

things. (Fo gen)

Tate Thais highly favored this reason and ranked it fourth overall.

h y-six percent of them claimed it as a reason. The Indians (60%)
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and Singapore--s 70 were also positive about it but they placed it

tenth and seventh on their lists of reasons. It is only the second

egrative reason mentioned so far.

I studied English so I could talk to people in my own country whose

language is unknown to me. (Link)

This received the strongest support o the Indian students with

81% of them viewing it as on of their reasons. It was in third place

on their list. A majority of Singaporeans (67 %) and Thais (59%) also

thought that it was one of their considerations for studying English and

both groups put it ninth in order of popularity. The importance of

English as a tin ua frpnca in Singapore and India is a well-documented

fact but in predominantly monolingual Thailand it is generally thought

that English does not play much of a. role as a link language for intra-

national communication. Perhaps the question was being interpreted as

also including foreigners rather than just speakers of other indigenous

languages.

9. I studied English so that I could study in a foreign country. (Study)

Seventy -nine percent of the Thais thought that this could be one of

their reasofls and they rated it sixth overall. It was much less crucial

for Indian (45%) and Singaporean (54% ) students. It was fifteenth on

the Indian list and fourteenth on the Singapore list.

10. I studied English because I want to enjoy English films and radio

a- d t.v. programs. (Film)

Predictably this reason received a large positive response from the

Singaporeans (72%) who are exposed to all three of these mediums. More
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any one of ,the other three official languages. It was placed ninth on

their list while the Indians (59%) and Thais (61%) ranked i.t thirteenth

and eleventh respectively. Television in India is not very widespread

and is not available in Hyderabad. English language radio broadcasts and

Movies are available. In Bangkok, American films are shown in movie

halls and on television. Although most American t.v. series are dubbed

for viewing, a radio station does broadcast the original soundtrack

simultaneously for those who wish to hear the English version.

11. I studied English because I believe that a knowledge of another

language will make me a better person. (Better)

This aspect of language study was sharply disputed by the multi-

lingual and the monolingual countries. Seventy-one percent of the Indians

and Singaporeans felt that this reason was relevant to their motivation

for studying English. The Indians rated it fifth while the Singaporeans

placed it sixth. However, only 33% of the Thais thought positively of

this reason while 54% felt that it was of no consequence to them. This

may reflection of the ethnocentrism to be expected in a country

that is very homogeneous linguistically and that has never suffered

through a long period of colonial rule. Official government policy in

India and Singapore favors the development of bilingual ability and

emphasizes its integrative value.

12. I studied English because it will help roe to better understand

English speakers and their way of life. (Life)

This is often a rationale given for language requirements in the

U.S.A. It received almost equal amounts of support from Indians (50)1
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coon y felt that this was not a pertinent reason for themselves. The

Indians placed it twelfth while the Thais and Singaporeans ranked it

thirteenth. It shows that learners of English in these countries have

least some interest in learning about the native speakers of the

language as well as the language.

13. I studied English because a good knowledge of it will help me get

More social recognition. (Social)

The Indian students rated this as seventh. Sixty-seven percent

felt that it was representative of their attitudes as opposed to 26%

oho thought that it was not of importance in describing their motivations.

A smaller majority in Singapore (58%) also supported it while the Thais

gave it a negative rating as 47% rejected it over the 41% who favored it.

The high status of English fluency is a legacy of the colonial period.

It as expected that this reason would be a significant one for the

former members of the Brit ,oh -ire where English is still the language

Of the elite even after independence. Although English is probably more

f a necessity for a Singaporean than it is for an Indian, it may be

surtised that the official bilingual policy and the compulsory education

System of Singapore are leading to a decrease in the elitist aspect of

.h fluency. With English medium education now available to all

from the very earliest grades, fluency in English has become an attainable
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goal for the children of all economic and social classes. It natural

that as English language education spreads, it will lose some of its

social signified In India it is still the case that English medium

education largely open only to the socioeconomically well-off. In
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Monolingual and monoethnic Thailand, English never had the status it

achieved in the British colonies. However, the fact that English came

into Thailand through the actions of one of their greatest kings and

that it became part of the training of the ruling elite probably did

much to raise the prestige of English fluency. It will be interesting to

see if the trend in Thailand is towards an increase or decrease in the

social value of English. A problem with this question lies in the pos-

sibility that students will not want to admit that social recognition

is one of ',heir goals.

14. I studied English because I enjoy studying languages. (Enj

It is interesting to see that the responses to this statement were

in an inverse relationship to the amount of language learning required

by each system. Thai students, who only have to take English as a corn -

Pulsory subject, favored this view 60% to 30%. In India where they must

take English as a subject and probably become fairly fluent in two or

more languages in order to function well in society, only 54% favored

the statement while 36% did not. In Singapore where bilingualism is

strongly promoted officially and privately, a larger number of students

(148;) ejected it as one of their reasons than accepted it (417). Over-

all it was ranked ninth by the Thais, fourteenth by the Indians, and

seventeenth by the Singaporeans.

15. I studied English because I want to read English literat

rea

pleasure. (Lit)

The former British colonies had very similar reactions to this

. Sixty percent of the Indians and 54% of the Singaporeans gave

a positive rating. The Indians listed it twelfth; the Singaporeans

4 0
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placed it thirteenth. If they are being honest in their appraisals,

these responses could be seen as an indication of the success of teachers

developing student appreciation of English literature. In both of

these countries English is taught primarily through the medium of liter-

ature. India in particular has produced large number of writers who

express themselves in the English language in novels, short stories, and

poetry. In Thailand there is much less of an emphasis on English liter-

ature and the development of an appreciation for it is not a goal of the

-educational system.

16. I studied English so that I could get a job in a foreign country.

(Forjob)

The only majority supporting this statement was among the Thais

(55%). They rated it twelfth. Ths Singaporeans barely gave it a positive

rating as 42% supported it and 40% rejected it. Although large numbers

of Indians go abroad every year in search of work, the Indian students

gave a negative rating. Forty-six percent opposed it as a reason

while only 39% thought that it was one of their reasons. It was

eighteenth for the Indians and fifteenth for the Singaporeans. As men-

tioned earlier, this was found to be the number one reason for the study

of English in Jordan.

I studied EngliSh because I feel that no one is really educated

until he is fluent in English. (Fluent)

While the Indians (47%) and Thais (L9 %) were slightly in favor of

this statement, the Singaporeans (25%) were extremely negative and had

65% of their number deny its relevance to the study of English. This

Placed :'it nineteenth on their list. The explanation for these responses

4
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May be similar to the one given for the responses to the statement con-

cerning the enjoyment of studying languages. It may be that the more

prevalent English fluency becomes, the smaller the amount of status

assigned to the person who develops that fluency. Since most of the

Thais and Indians must make a special effort to learn English well, they

may attach more significance to its acquisition. The Thais and Indians

rated it fourteenth and fifteenth respectively. In Singapore today,

everyone is expected to learn English as a matter of course no matter

what his social position is. Thus there may be less association of

English fluency with sophistication and cosmopolitanism.

18. I studied English because I plan to travel to English-speaking

countries someday for pleasure. (Nat

The Thais were the only group to concur with this statement although

less than a majority (45%) picked it as one of their reasons. This made

it their fifteenth reason. The Singapore response was barely negative

h the statement being rated sixteenth as 39% favored it and 43%

rejected it. Less than a third (30%) of the Indians picked this reason

while a near majority (49%) felt that it was not one of their motives.

This made it twenty-first on their list.

19. Istudied English because I plan to travel to a foreign country for

my work ( Forwrk )

Given the heavy emphasis on work related reasons for studying English,

one might expect fairly high ratings by one or more of the groups. How-

ever, only the Indians gave it a plurality and even this was by a 39% to

38% margin. This put it in seventeenth place. The Thais ranked it the

same although only .36% favored it and 49% opposed it. The Singaporeans

4
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rated it eighteenth as the 287 who supported it were overwhelmed by the

46% who rejected it as a reason. Given the earlier expressed need for

English in tneir work, it must be assumed that they are reacting against

the travel aspect or the statement. Apparently the desire to go abroad

for work purposes was not an important consideration for learning English.

20. I studied English because I plan to travel to non-English speaking

countries someday for pleasure. (Nonfun)

Despite being placed in oppositionto a statement regarding travel

to English speaking countries, there may have been some confusion about

what countries were being identified. In any case, all three groups

responded negatively including the Thais who had the benefit of examples

Japan) n their questionnaire. Thirty-nine percent of the Thais

believed this may have been one of their reasons while only about 15% c

the other two groups agreed with it. Sixty-aix percent of the Singaporeans,

xty-five percent of the Indians, and forty-nine percent of the Thais

did not think that it was one of their reasons. The Thais placed, it

eighteenth, the Singaporeans made it twentieth, and the Indians put it

at the bottom of the list of twenty-five reasons.

21. I studied English because I like the co tries in which English is

spoken. (Like)

All three nationalities gave negative responses. The Thais and

Singaporeans placed it twenty-second and twenty-first while the Indians

rated it twentieth. The Thais had 68% of their number reject this

reason while 76% of the Singaporeans and a smaller majority of Indian

students (52%) denied its relevance to their own situations. Reasons

like this are often given as examples of the type of integrative

3



ration necessary for successful second language acquisition. These

responses do not necessarily mean that the o ity of these students

actually dislike the native speaking countries. They simply mean that

an affinity for those countries did not play an important role in their

decision to learn English. It may also indicate that they do not auto-

matically associate the English language with these countries. Perhaps

they see English as a bona fide international language which is not

inextricably connected to any particular country or group of countries.

It nay be possible that they are saying that English can be learned

independent of any reference to these countries.

22. I studied English because it is easy. (Easy)

The reactions to this question could have been predicted by just

about any experienced classroom teacher of EFL or ESL in Asia. All groups

were highly negative. In listing it nineteenth, 34% of the Indian students

agreed with the statement while 51% disagreed. Twenty-one percent

the Thais supported it as a reason while 65% rejected it putting it in

twenty first place. The Singaporeans were the most negative. Only 1T%

of them felt that it was one of their reasons while an overwhelming 71%

did not think so. This made it twenty-second for them.

23. I studied English because I like the people who are native speakers

of English. (Love)

This reason received even less support than the one concerning the

native speaking countries_ Only 8 in Singapore, 15% in Thailand, and

30% in India felt that this was a valid statement in terms of their

Personal experience. Three quarte s of the Singaporeans and Indians and
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56% of the Thais disagreed with this statement, It was twenty - second

for the Indians, twenty - fourth for the Thais, and twenty-fifth for the

Singaporeans. This is another of the reasons that are putatively essen-

tial to the integrative orientation leading to second language achieve-

ment. These students may or may not like native speakers of English.

What the majorities are saying here is that a favorable attitude towards

native speakers was not one of the reasons that they had for learning

English.

24. I studied English because I plan to travel to non-English speaking

countries someday for my work. (Nonwrk)

Large majorities among the Singaporeans (69 %), Thais (69 %), and

Indians (63%) felt that this was not one of their reasons. No more than

18_ in any group supported it. The wording of this statement may have

confused some student. but the same results were received from the Thai

version which was less vague. Apparently the need for English for

travel to other countries was not an important consideration, for these

students. This reason was twenty-third for the Singaporeans and Tha

and twenty-fourth for the Indians.

25. I studied English because it will help me to think and behave as

native speakers do. (Think)

This was one of the four reasons used by Gardner and Lambert to

indicate an integrative approach to language learning. Every group gave

it a very negative rating. It was ranked twenty-third, twenty-fourth,

and twenty-fifth by the Indians, Singaporeans, and Thais. Ten percent

of the Thais favored it while eighty-one percent opposed it; L1% of the
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Singaporeans picked it as a reason while 63% reJected it. The Indians

were more divided on the statement with 29% of them choosing it as one

of their reasons while 59% maintained that it was not one of their reasons.

The most striking observation that comes from looking at the various

reactions to the above reasons concerns the integrative and instrumental

dichotomy and its relationship to second language learning. What is

striking is that the reasons which are most often associated with inst u-

mental motivation (e.g. Works System, Natbus, Gdjob, etc.) were ranked

very highly while many of the reasons indicating an integrative orientation

(e.g. Like, Love,'Thirik, etc.) were ranked near the bottom of the twenty-

five reasons. The Thai and Indian students had six instrumental reasons

in their top eight while the Singaporeans had five. The Thais and Indians

also ranked five integrative reasons in their bottom eight while the

Singaporeans placed four. The Thais were the only group to place integra-

tive reasons among their top e. Natgen, Forgen), but it is not

clear if this automatically makes the. Thais more integratively oriented

than any other group.

Having ranked each of the twenty-five reasons in terms of how they

truly represented their own the respondents were then asked to

reread the list and to pick the three reasons which were the "mos-t

important" ones for them. The following tables presents the three rea-

sons which were most often mentioned along with the percentages of

respondents who named that reason as one of their three. Because each

person was allowed to make three choices the mercentage totals aye over

100 %. Many reasons were mentioned but this table lists only the top

three.



Table I

The Three Most Important seasons For Studying English

THAILAND .NCAPORE

System

Gdjob

INDIA

75.5 Work

50.2 System

36.5 Social

49.8

40.8

21.4

Natbus

Work

Study

111

39.9

34.3

29.9

The Singaporeans picked the same three reasons in the exact same

order as they did when they ranked their personal reasons. An over-

whelming 75.5% of them named work needs as their most important reason

for studying English. A bare majority also agreed that the requirements

of the system should rank as one of the three most important reasons.

The Indians not as consistent as the Singaporeans. While a

large percentage of them picked Work and System just as they did in their

earlier ranking of personal reasons, there was a big difference in their

third choice. The acquisition of English for the purpose of social

recognition was seventh on their list of personal reasons, but on this

question it was the third most frequently mentioned item. Apparently

there is a strong appreciation of its social value by 21% of the Indian

students.

The most interesting differences in the sets of rankings occurred

in the responses of the Thais. In rating their personal reasons for

studying English, interections with native and non-native speakers for

business /educational as well as for general conversation purposes

received the greatest degree of support. When naming the most important

reasons, however, the Thais were more likely to choose more utilitarian

reasons like Work and Study over integrative types of relationships.



The answers to this final Question on reasons serve to emphasize

that the earlier analysis had postulated. Instrumental motivation for

learning English is much stronger and more prevalent among the students

of all three of these samplings than an integrative orientation.



CHAPTER IV

WHO WE USE ENGLISH WITH

"If and when I meet them (foreigners), I will
speak English."

An Indian student

"I speak English to educated teen-age and smart
girls."

An Indian tudent

"I feel strongly objected to use foreign languages
in conversation With national comrades."

A Thai student

only a few words to friend just for fun."

A Thai student

"I am a native speaker. English was the language
I understood, wrote and spoke best before I entered
formal schooling institutions."

A Singapore student

"English has provided a neutral instrument all
racial and dialect groups can learn to use with
no unfair bias.

"English has given us direct access to the know-
ledge and technology of the industiralized West.

'Without the continued use of English, Singapore
would not have secured a new base for her econo-
my and brought up to date her role in the inter-
national and regional economy."

Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
(Lee 1977a)
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Now that we know the general reasons why these students study English

the next step is to find out the types of people that they use it with.

In order to get a picture of the English language environment for each

nationality, the questionnaire presented the respondents with a list of

people and asked them to report on the frequency with which they speak

English with these people in an average period of two months. Once again

a division occurred between the foreign language country, Thailand, and

the second language countries. In every case the Thais reported using

English less often than their counterparts in the other countries. The

responses of the Indians and Singaporeans were very similar as can be

seen in Table II:

Fellow nnen:

Table II

The Frequency of Use of Spoken English
in an Average Span of Two Months

Many
Times
Daily
1

At least
Once/Day

2

At least
Once/Week

3

Very.

Rarely
4

Never
5

Family Members

Friends

Students

English Teachers

Other Teachers

Govt. Officials

Businessmen

Link Language*

I

SI

SI

S

I S

S

I S

I

I

SI

S

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Foreigners:

Native Speakers

Non-native Speakers

S

S

I

I

T

T

* Fellow Countrymen whose lanE e you don'
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Thailand: The Thais apparently use English much less th he other groups.

Their highest frequency of use was with English teachers; their lowest

was with government officials. Because the question had a time frame of

two months, it is impossible to say if this low usage was due to lack of

contact or to the fact that they never use English with these people.

But it is evident that Thais very rarely use English with their fellow

countrymen. They almost never use English with family members, other

teachers, government officials, and businessmen. They also report little

use of English as a link language with fellow countrymen whose language

they don't know. In the previous chapter 59 had listed this as one of

their reasons for studying English. This may indicate a simple differ-

ence between future hopes and present realities but it may also mean

that they did not understand the earlier question very well.

Next to English teachers they are most likely to use English with

friends and fellow students, but even.in these cases they use it very

rarely. It therefore seems that English plays a very small part in their

daily lives and is not essential for their functioning in society at the

present moment. It can also be said that they are more likely to use

English with their peers than with their elders. It is possible that

this might be a sign of more English usage in Thailand's future.

Although English teachers were ranked the highest in tezmis of fre-

quency it can be seen that this is still a very low te. It may be

that English is not used very much even in English classes. Many Thai

teachers use the Thai language much more than English even when they are

teaching the latter. Even in many language classrooms the Thai student

exposure to spoken English is minimal.
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In the case of foreigners, the Thais reported approximately the

same iurt of use with native and non - native speakers. The very infre-

quent use of English with foreigners is most likely directly attributable

to a lack of contact and opportunity.

India: English plays a much more important part in the life of an

Indian. student. As we saw earlier, 94% of the respondents were taking

most of heir coursework in English. They therefore reported frequent

daily use of English with all their teachers and with their friends and

fellow students. Indian students also indicated a more frequent use of

English with government officials than did the other two groups. They

rarely use English with family members and use it even Less with busi-

nessmen. The smallest amount of use reported is with foreigners. at

present they very rarely use English with native and non-native speakers

from other countries which is probably because of a.lack of opportunity.

Singapore: The overall average for the use of English reported by

Singaporeans was slightly more than the Indians, but the difference was

not statistically sign nt. Like the Indians they speak English many

times daily with their friends, fellow students, and teachers. Their

highest average was with fellow students. They used it with family

bers much more than any other nationality. While the Indians and Thais

spoke it very infrequently at home, the Singaporeans generally used it

several times a. week. Like the Indians they also used it as a link

language but, with a little less frequency. They used it for this purpose

less than once a week. Given Singapore's multilingual composition

would seem that this figure should be higher. Government officials and

businessmen received the lowest frequency rating of any local group.
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With foreigners they reported slightly ae re use of English than the

other nationalities probably because of the better opportunities for

meeting foreigners in a small and tourist -rich city state. There was

slightly more use with native speakers (at least once a week) than with

non-native speakers from other countries (Less than once a :leek).

The Future Use of English

Respondents were also asked to anticipate the future and estimate

how often they expected to speak. English with similar groups of people

once they had finished college and taken a job. In terms of overall use,

all groups reported that they expect significant increases in the frequency

of use. No decreases were noted although for some groups of people no

significant increases were foreseen. The pattern of increase was very

much the same for Indians and Singaporeans. Both foresaw dramatic

increases in the use of English with government officials, businessmen,

and th fellow countrymen as a link language. They also envisioned a

greater amount of use with family members, friends, and future teachers.

The Thai students also predicted a general increase in the use of

English with most groups. The greatest increase among local groups wets

h businessmen. No significant increases were proposed for family and

friend Moreover, the rates foreseen were still not ery high. No

Thai group projected a higher frequency than less than once a week.

The most dramatic increases for all three nationalities were seen

coming in their relationship th native speakers. Indians and

Singaporeans predicted that they _uld be using English around once a

day with native speake-s. Even the Thais felt that they would bespeaking

with native speakers at least once a week as opposed to using it very



rarely now. Very significant increases were also shown for use with

other nonnative speakers. The Singaporeans thought that they would be

using it a little less than once a day in the future instead of the

present once a week. The other two groups believed they would be using

it more often but never more than once a week. These increases in use

will probably cone from a greater ount of contact with foreigners.

Table in

The Use of English in the Future

Many
Times
Daily

Countrymen:

At least
Once/Day

At least
Once/Week

Very
Rarely

4

Never
5

Family Members S I

Friends SI T

Fellow Workers S I T

Supervisors SI T

Teachers I S T

Govt. Officials I S

Businessmen S I T

Link Language* IS T

Foreigners:

Native Smeakert S I T

Non-Native Speakers S IT

* Fellow countrymen whose language you don't lnow.

It is apparent from the figures given above that there are major

differences between the amount of English used in India and Singapore

on the one hand and Thailand on the other. These findings are consonant

with the traditional distinctions between ESL and EFL countries. In

Singapore and India, where English has the status of an official language

and where it is used as a medium -t uction, we see many similarities
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in the pattern of English usage. Students use English in and o

class and with their friends as well as their classmates and teachers .

use cf English with these people is u-h more than with foreigners

The English Language occupies a legitjmate place in their society a.nd it

aid. in. enabling a person to fu e io t 'thin t hat sac iet y. En

soje cases it may even be a necessity In Looking a<t their future need

for English the majority of students Feel that they will be using it more

_ng 'ti n. theiroften , but they still see that they ;.r.1_1 b

countrymen than with any group of foreigners. In terms of ve 01_1

use of English it seems that the Singaporeans presently use it slightly

more extensiv-ely than the Indians. Tley also feel that they ill be

using it more often in the future. Tale Siongaporeans predict a greater

srncre in their future use of Engli sh than any other group. The India=

pr=edict a slightly lower increase.

The -it ation in Thailand is guile different- Except for their

ish teachers, Thai students pr-e-elitly use English more frequently

with foreigners than with their comp In looking towards

future, they .see nc significant iricre.ases i.n its use with family

it iends Instead they envision us ing it rn.cost often with native speakers

and non ativ-e speakers from other- co untri es

This cliohotonrj between the irtrnatioga1 and international use of

English was most clearly outlined in a final question on tile Use of

The students were asked to rank four groups of people ±n order

of i Torte.nce vis-a-vis the use of English The st ternent is gi-ven below

siong with the rankings assigned by eacti nationality,



It is Wpoxtent for rue to speak English so that I can talk to

Sing. India 'Thailand

1 1
a. ma fel2ow couitxTmen in specific

50

s0eia1 or bus±less sit- cations.

fLI-our countrymen who do not 2 2 14

klaVmy first 1_-_guage.

c. native English speakers. 3

norlnative speakers froru o

couratrles.

3 1

The results of these rankings clearly emphasize all of he more

2

detailed statistics that cane before. The second language situations are

marked by the cloninsace of English for intranational purposes over inter

national_ ones. even though English is crucial for the international

sphere, see -by these students as being even more important to the

for its domestic -uses. For Thailand the situation is the opposite. The

unports.nce of English lies in its usefulness for international con ur

tion, e5pe i _ly cd-th native speakers.



C5APTER V

WE WANT TO LEARN

"With the presemze 01 aarge numbers of school_
leavers looking ror _jobs, education must be
regarded as a- nests lovar3.5 increasing one' s
usefulness in. sozietz and, as a means for
obtaining rew-arding end satisfying employment

"I li
able

Former Singaporean
Science and Teelmolos7
(Has san 1976)

e to study Eng.lish 'necause I want to be
a speaking and urider-standing many lan.guages,

A Thai student

..to read. tem-t f-or correspondence or to
communicate rit1i non Thai speakers. "

A Thai student

"Technologica_l Irioct-lio-r...1i0 available in English
language."

An Indian student

;er of
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Now that we e discovered the major reasons why students study

English and how they are presently using it, it is necessary to find out

exactly what types o skills they wish to acquire. But first it would

be best to see hat these students think or their present abilities so

that we might better understand their aspirations. When the three groups

were asked to rank the four skills in order of their abilities in each

of them, the cove wheJming first choice of all the groups was reading.

ery group also picked speaking as its worst kill. The Singaporeans

d both picked listening as their second best and writing as

it third best. The rhais had the order of these skills reversed.

The following oh= t lists the four skills that were rated and gives the

percentage of respondents who judged those skills to be either their

best or their worst,

Table IV

The Ranking of the Four Skills

Skills

Singapore

%Worst

India

%Worst

Thailand.

%Best %Worst

reading 75 73 9 81 8

Listening 55 17 50 39 42

Writing 36 45 38 39 31

Speaking 33 47 25 59 30 62

It is interesting to note the division between active and passive

skills made by the Singaporeans and Indians and the great sirnilaritie

the percentage spreads. The receptive skills of reading and liste

are by far the highest ranked while the productive skills of speaking



and writing are the lowest. For the Thais the difference comes between

the mechanical skills of reading d. writing and the interactive skills
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of listening and speaking. This is probably to be expected in a foreign

1 -.guage situation as in Thailand where English is rarely used in any

context other than with foreigners. In the second language countries of

India and Singapore it f Course used much more. Since most of those

respondents were from English medium high schools and colleges, they are

obviously more adept at listening comprehension than the Thais. However,

despite their much greater use of English in and out of the classroom,

they are unsure of their speaking ability.

Axe they content vis a vis their abilities hr_: four skills?

When asked to pick the one skill that they wanted to be their best, they

produced the responses that are presented in the following table which

shows the percentage of people mentioning that particular skill. Since

some students named more than one skill the totals may reach over 100%.

Table V

The Skill l Want To Be My Best

aporeans Indians' 7Thai

Speaking 72.6 71.4 88.0

Writing 35.3 23.0 5.7

Listening .7 5.0 31.1

Reading 10.7 9.5

The results of this question show that all groups are 0

disposed towards making speaking their best skill, but as we

seen, all groups feel that this is by fa.r their worst skill.

erwhelmingly

have already

Among the



Indians and Singaporeans« the second greatest amount of support was in

favor of ing which they had both rated as their third best skill.

514

The Thais also followed this pattern with their third ranked skill, lis-

tening, receiving the largest amount of support next to speaking. In

fact aver 21% of the Thais specifically mentioned both speaking an

teeing together as the skills that they wanted to be their best.

Because of these results the question must be raised if the respon-

de _s are truly picking the skill they want to be their best or if they

are only expressing their desire to see their weakest skill reprove. No

doubt the latter factor is at work to some extent. Even though the question

specifically asked the respondents to pick the one skill they wanted to

be their best, some were n bably 0 ously or unconsciously influenced

by the fact that reading was already their best skill.

Of educators from these three cowl

-ever, a number

eel that it is definitely true

they the majority of students do wish to develop their speaking ability

more than their other skills. If this is so, then there

Corlfr tation occurring in ASi

a classic

between the school system

he st;identsi desires. If these statistics are in fact a true reflection

Of reality, the schools are not gifing students what hey want. This may

simply be because of an inability this need for conversational

skills, or it may also stem from a different view of student needs held

by educators. It may be a case of the administrators feeling that they

really know what i.s best for the students and the nation. But even if

this is a true scenario, there must be detrimental effects in the cla

and this difference in opinion presents a problem that needs to be

addressed.



haps the situation would become c we knew the type
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skills that students feel important to them. In this section of the

que students were given a list of fifteen skills and

situations and asked totoo rate each one according to its importance to them.

A u jority of Indians and. Singapore d all fifteen of the skills

as being important or extremely important to them. A majority of Thais

only agreed on eight skills. A plurality gave -erall posit.ve ratings

to just ten k'lls. The highest rankings for each group went to the same

three skills although the order for each group was different. These three

skills were:

Being able to write papers, reports, and business letters

English. (Report)

Being able to read textbooks, reports, articles, etc. in English.

(Text)

c. Being able to talk with native speakers of English in work n

ations. (Takwrk)

The Singaporeans ranked them one, t three

of the students claiming them as

that they were unimportant on

pc

wo e of 96%

ant skills and only 2% feeling

The Indians aaked th one, and

three. An average of b9% of them felt that they were important and only

3% of their colleagues disagreed. The Thais ranked them three, two, one

with an average support of 39% as opposed to 2% who rated then _ unim

portant. The other skills which were evaluated were as follows:

d. Being able to talk with a native speaker of English in social

situations, (Taksoc)
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A strong majority in each group rated this as an important skill.

Seventy-nine percent of the Singaporeans, 68% of the Indians, s.nd 65% of

the Thais felt that it was important.

e. Being able to talk to your fellow countrymen in social situations.

(Felsoc)

The Singaporeans were very positive about the need for this skill.

They voted 13% to in support of it. The Indians (54/14) were less

enthusiastic about it. & slight majority of Thais (15/54) felt that this

Was an unimportant skill. One- again the differences reflect the status

of English in these countries and the dichotomy of ESL/EFL language situ-

ations.

f. Being able to talk to your fellow co: en in work situations.

(Felwrk)

This need received more support than the use of English in social

liatiOnS and the range of responses between groups was about the same.

Both the Singaporeans (8T/1) and the Indians (65/11) felt that this was

mportant skill. More Thais (23/41) supported this skill than the

preceding one, but there was still a general dismissal of it as an unim-

portant need.

g. Being able to talk to non-native speakers from other countries

in social situati (Taknon)

Sixty-two percent cif the Indians and Singaporeans rated this as

rmportant while only 8% and 13% of those groups judged it as unimportant.

fifty -two percent of the Thais thought it was important but 41% judged

t "neither important nor unimportant".

h. Being able to talk with non-native speakers from other countries

in work situations. Wrknon)
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This skill received about the acne amount of support from Singaporeans

(75/6) Indians (72/h) and Thais ((75 3). Once again the use of English

in work situations proved to be more important than in social situations.

i. Being able to understand radio and t.v. broadcasts. (Radio)

Rearttions to this skill seemed to closely follow the actual broad-

casting situation in each country. More students in Singapore (79/2)

supported it than did Indians (61/12) or Thais (49/13). There is a much

greater percentage of broadcasting done in English in Singapore than in

the other tso countries. Thailand probably has the least although it

does have more television time than India.

j. Being able to y films i.n English. (Movies)

The Singaporeans (69/3) were stronger in supporting this skill than

either the Indians (60/12) or the Thais (40/15). The Bangkok students

probably have a much greater opportunity to see English films than do

their Indian counterparts n Hyderabad. Bangkok normally has a number

of American movies showing each week. In Hyderabad there may only be

ailable each week and it is usually an older film. Both Thailand

and India have strong indigenous film industries while the Singaporeans

rely mostly on imported films.

k. Being able to read English literature pleasure. (Litfun,

The Indians (67/14) and Singaporeans (66/11 ) were about the same

in their feeling of the importance of this skill. The Thais (28/13)

much less enthusiastic about reading English Literature. Forty-nine

percent of them felt th 'neither important nor unimportant ".

;ere

here i obviously a great difference in the appreciation of English lit-

erature between the former British colonies a.nd Thailand.
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1, Being able to read foreign newspapers, magazines, etc. in

English for pleasure. (Mags)

This proved to be a popular goal for all of the groups. The Indians

(79/5) and Singaporeans (76/4) were stronger in their support than the

Thais (64/4). Unlike the reaction to the statement on English language

br

ava

perj

dcasting, the responses here were not in accordance with the amount

Lble. The students in Hyderabad have much less access to foreign

dieaJ.s than sidents of Bangkok and Singapore.

g able to write personal letters in English to foreigners.

sett r)

The Singaporeans (73/

tingly in agreement that this

sent the stude

:radians (72 10), and Thais (65/7) were

important skill. Athough at pre

Hyderabad have fewer opportunities to meet foreigners

than do the students in Bangkok, more of them felt a need for this skill.

They may envision more contact in the future or lace more v lae on main

taining such relationships. Finding Den pals is a popular pastime with

may Indian students.

n. Being able to write personal letters in English to fellow

COUfltryMen. (person)

The Singaporeans (74/7) and Indians (66/11) again showed the

iMpOrtane of English for int anationsl communica _n. Only 15% the

Thais thought that this was important while 60% felt the opposite. This

was the lowest rating given to any skill by thd Thais and reveals the

lack or importance of English for intranationnl interactions. It

interesting to see that the other two groups place almost as RUCh value

on this as they do on writing to foreigners.
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o. Being able to write stories, articles, etc. in English. (Story)

The Singaporeans (58/1() gave this skill their lowest rating. The

Indians (63/12) were more positive about this use of English. This per-

-baps is a reflection of the fact that English is also aliterary language

in rndia. There are many excelle Indian poets, novelists, and shot

story writers who write primarily in English. A surprising number of

Indian students also occasionally write poetry in English. This love of

the language and its use for expressive as well as utilitarian purposes

is probably greater in India than in either of the other two countries

A majority of Thais (19/51) felt that this was sa important skill for

them.

Aft e_ loo at the variations in the responses to these fifteen

skills, one can see a number of patterns emerging. While Singaporeans

1 that it is more important to be able to talk to native speakers

work situations than to fellow countrymen, fellow countrymen rate above

other non native speakers. th each group however, the work situation

is rated more important than its contras ial situation. Listening

to the radio and t.v. is more important then watching films. (The former

is source of news as well as entertainment ) Reading texts is more

important than reading English literature and writing reports and business

letters is stressed much more than writing personal letters. There is a.

continual emphasis on the instrumental use of English over the integrative

use. The responses of the Indians and Thais are the same in this respect.

More importance is placed on the use of English language skills in. work

situations. A dif'fer-ence does appear in that both of the countries

emphasize use with native a.nd non - native speaker- above that

with fellow countrymen in the same situation.

6
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In looking at the rankings cf the fi .skills, we see that there

mixture of the four general skills. While three groups are

Unanimous in wishing that their speaking ability was their best general

skill, this does not mean that they are uninterested in or deprecating

the value of the other skills. As we have already seen, the three spe-

-_ skills ranked highest by all three groups basically cover the four

basic skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking. All three

nationalities agree on the prime importance of being able to write reports

and business letters, read textbooks, and converse with native speakers.

The fact that they feel a need for the development oaf all foul- skills

supported by their views on how the time of t -English class should be

distributed among the four skills. The following table shows how each

group would allocate the minutes of an English language class between

the four skills.

Table VI

The Division of English Class Time .s the Four Skills #1

Singapore India Thailand

Reading 21.0% 29.0% 20.8%

Writing 25.6% 23.2% 20.0%

speaking 32.5% 27.0% 33.2%

Listening 20.9% 20.8% 26.0%

Except for the number one ranking given to speaking by the Indians, the

three groups generally followed a pattern of allocating more time to

their weakest skills.
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As interesting as the differences in allotment of time is the fact

that all of the skills were apportioned a solid _cunt of time. No skill

was given less than 20% of class time. We can therefore conclude that

while students may favor one skill more than another or place more value

on the use of English in certain situations, they generally feel a need

for the development of all four skills. No one is advocating a state of

verbal fluency with illiteracy or other such radical training. 'Whey

have definite views on which of the skills should be emphasized but few

of them want to limit themselves to the cultivation of only a few skills.

There is another way in which class time can be divided which will

indicate something about how the students view their need for English.

This is related to the contexts in which the language i,s taught and the

content of a class. It is a rare class that spends all of its time

purely on language skills. Language classes are often seen as forums

for the learning of the cultures that use that particular language. A

language can also be taught through the literature written in that tan-

guage. When asked to indicate the percentage of English class time

that they would spend on these three areas, the respondents made these

allocations;

Table VII

The Division of English Class Time

Singapore India and

The Four Language Skills
(reading, writing, etc.

54.3% 55.8% 67.0%

English Literature 27.3% 26.3% 16.0%

The Cultures of English- 18.3% 17.9% 17.0%

Speaking Countries
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All three groups agreed that the majority of class time should be

spent on the development of the four basic skills. Only One student

Out-of 825 advocated spending no time on the skills themselr s. The

Singaporeans and Indians were almost identical in the moudltS of time

they allocated to each topic. They both wanted to spend c re e quarter

of their time on English literature and less than a fifth on studying

s of the English speaking countries. Six percent of the

Singaporeans were against spending any time on the literatiire 'vile nine

'Percent felt that no time should be used for studying the cultUral aspects-

For the Indians, the percentage figures were 8.7% against literature and

15% against teaching With almost 16% of the respondents in

opposition, the t ching of native- speaker cultures would seem to be the

Most controversial of the three areas for the Indians.

Among the Thai students, however, t`Ge greatest opposition was to

the teaching or English literature. Twelve percent of the hail

against doing this while only 8% refused to spend any time ori eulture

learning. This is an expected react ,on colsidering that Thais are inter-

ested in English for the p poses of work and foreign contacts, but si::ce

they are thinking mostly about the use of English with native spear.,

it is a little surprising that they failed to give more tune to the

learning of foreign cultures.
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WHAT WE PEEL A3oua ENGLISH{

"The English have gone back leaving our lad to
zuled by ourselves, but English has remained

and_ persists to rule our mints and education stiLa,"

R.P. Desai
(Desai 1996)

.unless English is retained. ao the only official
language of the Indian Union, this curse of confusion
of tong -ues will lead. us to destrtaction, Should.,
however, English be throttled, to death, India. dies,"

ranjan isliy-ogi
(Isfiyagi 1965)

"Th.e British spee k Eglish; the Paeric s speak
slasig."

"Indians speak the best

Are Indian student

Art Indi an studen

ish is an interma.tional aid necessaTT a

A Thai student

"The litmus test of this is when on.e is abroad
a. lova on a train or aer ()plane and w-lien one over
someone speaking, one oan immediately say that this
is someone from t4als.y: La or Sirigapore. Arid I should.
hope that when I'm speaking abroad my country-men
vila have no problen recognizing that I ans a Singapoxes.n.

fr

. T. 3. Xob, U.1. ReTr ti-ve
(Tonne 1974-)
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nos( loave some ides of why these students want to learn English

and t1e tykes of skills that they wish to cultivate. We also have a

good idea of their present use of English and the people with whom they

plan to use it in tine future . ?Tow we will examine how they feel about

the language itself- We shall look at their attitudes towards English

arldtileir estimates of what the future holds for the languages We shall

also see ghat variety they think their country should propagate.

lnglish came to most of Asia on the ships of the British East India

Cops/1y_ This great mercantile agency established outposts uch of

Asia and was the seed from which grew the great British Empire in the

Orient. TIroughout the early years of colonization, the Company encour-

aged the teaching of English in its domains only to the extent of pro-

--ughiEnglishspe king local enployees.to meet its needs. Local

syst -s were allowed to use the vernacular languages. In

th.e s d quarter of the nineteenth century, however, the British

changed their policy and began to get acti evolved in English lan-

gage eaucatima. Maatever their policy was however, was a certainty

that the 1. 45u- ge of the colonial rulers was bound to become something

mare than Jut another foreign Language for the ruled peoples.

Tor snore British the quisition of English was the same as the

acquisit=ion of -41 tu.r .
The center of the world was England and those

wh=0 dadn't know her language could not be truly cosmopolitan. Colonial

peoples i particular, could not be considered educated if they lacked

fLteriQy in Bbagiistu. So while the introduction of 5riglish by the Company

or-ig_nated from purelf inst , tal reasons, the language soon took on
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many integrative fanctior s. Inow l riglish eras to open the

English culture, religion, and t cb l_ogy and clear the path for real

economic and social developrient.

Needless to ay ther e e Y Asians who came to dop this atti-

tude also. Because the 18.z, vitd-3 the British, their 1 gua_ge auto

mat' ally achieved high stattas k knowledge of English led to better

jobs, contact w th the raler4 id increased opportunities for personal

advancement.. In th.e eyes of oth erg 1ne language was the key to open the

door to Bits ct t e and to le=arn Ina secrets which allowed a tiny

island nat rule a large pa't of the world. Perhaps this knowledge

lad hasten day of their ow .iteration.

But the language was allays boun& to be seen by the vest najority

as the language of opp This where emerged a love-hate relation-

ship between the colonized at1d the le.riguage of the colonizers that has

ed up to the present ciay. A l noledge of English could. Lead to

more money, an easier lire, and the 1 arming of social economic, and

military advances that made the Wei

time it was heard in the streets arid. 'closes of Asian countries it was

another ree.ffirrnation that t ai d st -ny was not theirs to determine.

It was a reawuk.en. g slaps the= that told them that their country'

was not truly that t_ Lj.veo and their children's lives were

subject to the control of a. rqUi-lig elite of a different race d creed.

n nations so powerrta. But each

ToLay the British Epi

ity. The :students

oply a fact of history and not a real-

rsiti nos4 have no first hand reminesc

of the colonial, era. But their paenrs' memories still quite vivid

and the spirit of anti - colonialism and. nationalism is still strong. Has

the English l guage weathered the Yews any better than the political
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entities that brought her to Asia? In order to find out how today's

college seniors feel about the English language they were. given a number

of statements and asked for their reactions on a five point scale of

"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree". These statements were designed

to obtain their personal feelings towards the language itself.

1. Of all the foreipl languages I could study I like gl, ;; the best.

studentsSone in Singapore and Hyderatad objected to is statement

because they considered English to be their native language or second

language and not a foreign language. The responses fell as follows:

%Agree 4isagree Neither

Singapore 57.8 4.8 37.4

India 74.1 8.6 17.1

Thailand 63.5 12.2 24.2

A na,oiri.ty of all groups agreed with this statement with the Indians

giving wy far the rno Ft favorable reaction,. The Singaporeans gave the

smallest amount support but also had the smallest percentage of.dis-

agreement.

2. I don't like English but I speak it because it useful,

This is ann a.ttItude, which t4(ld reflect the love -hate relationship

with English that was mentioned earlier. Very strong agreement with this

statement would shear that the use of Fingl uh is based purely upon instru-

mental motives and/ that the view of English as a symbol of imperialism

is still very much alive.

%Agree g- -e %Neither

Singapore 17.3 64.3 18.4

India 17.3 66.1 14.6

Thailand 13.1 68.7 18.2
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This attitude gets very little support from any national groups.

This would seem to indicate that there is some personal attachment to

this "foreign" language on the part of a majority of students.

3. If Ea l sh were NOT taught in our schools, I would NOT try to learn

it.
0 e of the high k d reasons for studying English was because

it was required i.n the system. The above questions seemed to show that

the students have some kind of personal commitment to the language beyond

what it will do for them in terns of money, status, etc. This statement

tests the stength of that co nitment and the responses should reveal

something about what would happen if English we

t a required one.

optional sub

%Agree %Disagree ither

Singapore 11.3 70.2 13.5

India 22.4 59.8 17.8

Thailand 8.o 78.6 13.4

Surprisingly the study of English received the strongest support

from that group of students, the Thais who use it and need it less than

the others. They are much more positive about learning English outside

the system than the Indians, who have already shown need and love

for English. Apparently there is a strong minority of Indian students

who feel that they could along without English. Tt e strong showing

by the Thais may somewhat refeict the fact that given the present edu-

cational system in Thailand they often do have to go outside of the

reguJar schools to gain a useful level of English fluency. The American

UniverSity Alumni Language School in Bangkok, for instance, runs classes

attended by thousands of students everyday. In Singapore and India
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where English is available as a medium of instruction there is much less

need and_demand for outside sour _f English teaching. These differ-

s, however, should not obscure the fact that a majority of students

in all three countries maintain that they woulu make a special effort

to learn English even if it were not taught in their school system.

The previous results then show that English is not an imposed bur-

den to the majority of students. Most of them ould try to learn it even

if it were not a requirement, and most of them seem to have an attract on

for the language that goes beyond its immediate usefulness. Unlike their

forefathers, they don't seem to be saying that English is a distasteful

necessity that they would rather do without if possible. This not to

say that they would conti,n.ue to learn it even if it were as useless as

Tetin, but that English has lost much of its coloring as a colonial leg-

acy. The students are looking towards the future and not back at the

St.

The future is he cen.tjal theme of the next group f statements.

Everyone in the world is knowledgeable about the spread of English and

imposition on much of the world. But what does the future hold for

the English language? Has it reached its zenith and is it destined to

recede back to its position as of many national languages or is it

truly on its way to becoming the world language that many have dreamed

7 In order to discover what students feel about these questions, they

were asked to comment upon the following statements:

English is important only because of the p ltica economic, and

social power f the United ,Itates and Great Brit n
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%Agree %Disagree Neither

Singapore 28.1 45.5 26.4

India 24.1 54.1 21.8

Thailand 81.2 9.2 9.6

It was assumed that there would be broad agreement on the historical

fact that English was spread worldwide through the power of its native

speaking nations But in the post- colonial era can we still say that

its status remains high because of that same power? The second language

countries

some of the credit for the importance of English in the world today.

Perhaps they are saying that English is an i iterna.tional language now

and relies far less on the might of its native speakers for it propaga7

ti on and cultiva than it did previously. Only the foreign language

country, Thailand, seems to be seeing English mainly in the framework

of it being the native language of certain na.tiona.lities who have long

dominated the world scene.

One problem with this question involved. the use of the word "only"

It may have been too subtle for some who read. the English version. In

the Thai translation it-was not strongly and clearly worded that way.

Perhaps they are will g to claim for themselves

It,should have been underlined in both of the questionnai

The next statement elicited opinions of what would happen if this

situation drastically changed.

5. If the United States and Great Britain

will not continue to be a world language.

heir power, English

%Agree %Disagree %Neither

Singapore 11.4 64.1 24.5

India 10.0 73.8 16.2

Thailand 28.4 49.5 22.1
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The reactions of the Singaporeans and Indians show that they firmly

believe that English has attained a position in the world that is much

more solid than the base on which it was built- Even the Thais think

that English may withstand the decline in influence of its major backers.

These results seem to support the earlier comments that English has

achieved a status that may be independent of the power of the native

speaking nations. There already may be more non-native speakers of English

than native speakers. Since the latter groups no longer exercise suzer-

ainty over the former, it can be theorized that the English language is

nearing or has passed a crossroads with one road leading to a decline i.n its

importance as a id language, another reducing it to the status of one

of many national languages, and a third road that leads to its decolo-

nization, internationalization, and indigeni.zation. In this state at

becomes not only a language for international use but also for t _na-

tional purposes as it is now used in'India and Singapore.

Part of the answer to the question of which road English has taken

can be found in the responses given to t_o further statements.

6. I plan to make sure that my children learn English well.

People will often make many types of claims about their own aspira

tions and motivations. It is assumed that they will be more earnest

when discussing the future of their children. In any case the responses

to this statement should reveal much about what these students t hink

the future cif English. The percentages may also give -some indication

whether or not the use of the English language will continue tO grow.



%Agree %Disagree %Neither

Singapore 94.0 0.0 6.0

India 89.1 2.7 8.2

Thailand 86.8 1.0 12.2

There was far-more agreement to this statement than to any other

in this section. It is even greater than the heavily positive responses

in Chapter II that showed their own parents' encouragement of their

English language study. The desire to see one's children better off

than oneself is one of the most common of human its. It is obvious

that an overwhelming ority of each group feels that a knowledge of

English will be beneficial for their children. They definitely must

feel that English is going to be an important language in the future.

7. In the distant future, most of the people in the world will know

English.

%Agree %Disagree %Neither

Singapore 78.0 6.5 15.5

India 70.2 7.9 21.9

Thailand 76.3 6.7 17.0

Large majorities supported this somewhat radical statement while

only a small percentage disagreed. Evidently most these students

feel that the future of English is br=ight axed that its number of speakers

11 continue to expand.

I think that we should learn Englishrithout paling attention to

the cultures of the native speaking countries.

%Agree %Disagree %Neither

Singap 17.3 60.1 22.6

India 50.7 30.5 18.8

Thailand 5.4 78.0 16.6
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rare disagreement between the second language countries.

The Singe.oreams are strongly against ignoring the cultural aspect

language learning while a majority of the Indians favor the dropping of

that topic. The Indians are possibly more liberated from the idea that

language Is inextricably connected to the culture that pa m ed. it or

perhaps they are simply rejecting the study of the cultures of other

countries in language context, especially when one of those cultures

their former colonial master. It could reflect the fact that the

Indian experience with the British Empire was much more bitter than the

Singaporean experience.

The Thais maintain their foreign language outlook. They feel that

language Lon. should contein some insights into the cultures that

use that language.

The question of language varieties is one that can be as complicated

as the language and culture -sue. It may be even more difficult for

these students since it may be one that they have rarely ga. thought

to. In order to get

they

sights into their feelings on this problem,

ere asked to express their opinions on six defferemt statements.

These deal with such areas as the existence of a local Porn of English,

the variety of English spoken in the country and its intelligibility,

and the question of which variety should be propagated.

Terhaps the most publicized and studied non-native variety of

English other than the various pidgins is Indian English. In recent

years there has been some research on the varieties in Singapore.

E1
by R. Tongue (1974) is the latest in

these efforts. Very little has been done to identify and document a
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variety. To see if the students themselves were knowledgeable about

this question, the following statement was presented to the

9. In this country ve have our own variety of English which is dif erent

from American, British, and Australian English.

%Agree %Disagree %Neither

Singapore 73.1 12.0 14.9

India 81.6 11.1 7.3

Thailand 24.7 50.7 4.6

Apparently the amount of research done on each English language

tion directly reflects the degree of consciousness among students

about this issue. Again there is a split between the second language

co tries and the foreign language one. It is probably natural that

the countries which use a language regularly for intr- ational purposes

will develop a sense of having their own variety much sooner than a

country which it mostly for international communication.

Perhaps now is the time to see what variety of English they think

is being used in their country. To get this information the students

were given a list of five varieties and asked to choose the one that was

spoken by educated speakers in their country. The five choices were:

1) British English; 2) American English; 3) Australian English; 4) unique

to my country; 5) like educated non- native peakers from other countries.

The percentages of students choosing each variety were as follo..
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Tab

Lie Variety presently Spoken

By aclucf-i, t Speakers in My Country

%Singaporeans %Indians %Thais

1. British 40.5 27.4 6.5

2. American 6.0 3.2 28.1

3. Australian 0.6 0.0 0.0

4. Unique 42.3 50.6 40.3

5. Others 10.6 18=8 25.1

The Singaporeans were almost evenly divided between describing the

Engaish used by their educated speakers as akin to British English or a

variety unique to Singapore. These differing views of the situation were

similar to the divisions within the Indian group. While half of the

Indians felt that a fo

quart

of Indian English was p

the_ felt that British English

lent.

closer to

than a

These

percentages are very similar to those found by. Kachru (1976). Twenty-

nine percent of his respondents chose British English, 3% chose American

English, and 56% picked Indian English.

The Thais were quite divided in thel. r of orts to describe the pre-

sent situation. This m .y be due to their ack amiliarity with the

ieties. Although on an earlier question they failed to agree

that they had a local variety, on this question a plurality believes that

their educated class does indeed speak a unique form of English. How-

ever, there are other strong groups saying that 'Thai English is the

American English or like the English spoken. by non-native speakers

other countries. Australian English receives almost no mention.
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The strong showing for British English in India and Singapore and

for American Ehglish in Thailand reflects the historical relationships

between these co tries. British colonialism has already been discussed

here. The American presence in Thailand has not been examined, but it

is only necessary to say that the American military used to have eaten-

live bases throughout Thailand and that at the height of the Viet Nam

war over fifty thousand American troops were stationed in Thailand.

Th ous- ds more to Bangkok each month on leave from the front.

The number of people voting for the nebulous category of a variety

"like educated non-native speakers from other countries" is also interest-

g Eleven percent in Singapore, 19% in Hyderabad, and over 25% in

Bangkok made this choice to describe their English language situation

among its educated. For those who had no idea of how to categorize the

situation it may have been the safest choice, but could it also be that

many felt that it represented a form of international English that tran-

scended national border

We now have a good idea of how these students vier the English

language tion in their countries and what type of English they

believe is used. Now we shall see what they think about the intelligi-

bility of this variety.

11. The v Lety of English spoken in this country can be easily under-

stood by fo ig

Unfortunately this question was not specific enough in describing

the variety under question. In Singapore much is said about "Singlish",

the basolectal variety. It L.,: impossible to tell i the respondents

were thinking of this t' variety or of an educated variety in the

aerolectal range.
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%Agree %Disagree %Neit

Singapore 63.1 17.3 19.6

India 72.2 5.8 22.0

Thailand 40.6 25.6 33,8

The Indians were the group most positive about the intend ibility

of their owl variety. Indeed, one Indian student made the claim that

"Indians speak the best English in the world". It is interesting to note

the great differences between the second. language countries s,n,d Thailand.

The Indians and Singaporeans are confident of being understood y foreigners

while the Thais are more divided on the question. This could be an indi-

cation of the system's failure to instill in them a confidence in their

language ability or it could simply be a tit of the fact that they

use English much less than the students from the other two ccuntr es.

The final question to be dealt with Is that of the variety

should be taught in the schools. In order to find out what the students

thought about this problem, they were presented with the next three

statements:

12. I believe that we should. teach our own educated variety of Ziagligh

in our schools.

%Agree %Disagree elther

Singapore 28.7 40,7 30.6

India 59.6 22.4 18.0

Thailand 43.1 26.3 30.6

More than most of the statements, this brought about great d .visions

within groups. The Indians were the only group with a majority takIng

a single position. In this case over 59% of them were in favor or teach-

covering an educated local form of English while on a previous queStl

81% felt that at least one local variety existed. The wording of the
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statements does not automat lly make a connection between the variety

mentioned in each statement. The variety or varieties recognized in the

first statement may or may not be the "educated" variety mentioned in

this statement.

While 73% of the Singaporeans felt that they had a local variety of

English, only about 29% favored teaching a local form in their schools.

The responses of the Thais are very confusing. Only a quarter of them

felt that they had a distinct local variety in use in Thailand. However,

43% agreed that their own educated variety should be taught in their

schools. Perhaps they don't think of their own educated variety as being

very much different from the native varieties. Perhaps they really are

confused with this talk of varieties.

A second possibility for use in the schools is covered in this next

statement:

13. I believe that we should teach a native variety of English in our

schools-

%Agree %Disagree %Neither

Singapore 31.1 28.8 40.1

India 39.0 32.7 28.3

Thailand 85.3 7.7 7.0

The students in Hyderabad and Singapore were very divided on this

question. Both supported it but only by small pluralities. Large nu.m-

hers of students were unable to make a decision. The Thais, on the

other hand, came out heavily for the use of a native variety as the model

for its schools to follow.
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The final question in this section sought to clarify the situation

even further by having the student identify the specific variety that

they wished to see propagated. They were asked to complete the sentence:

14. I think that we should learn to speak English...

The choices given them were: 1) like the British; 2) like the Americans;

3) like the Austalians;

speakers from other countries.

way; 5) like educated non-native

table below gives their responses:

Table IX

The Variety That We Should learn To Epes

Variety %Singaporeans %India s %Thais

1. British 38.3 28.5 49.1

2. American 14.4 12.0 31 4

3. Australian 0.6 0.3

4. Own Way 38.9 47.4

5. Others 7.8 11.8 15.5

The Singaporeans were equally divided between accepting a British

standard or a unieee one of their own making. A Plurality of Indians

was defi itely in favor of propagating their local variety. These are

much different than Ka u's figures for graduate students. In 1976 he

reported that 66.6% were for the British standard and 5% for the American

variety whi)e only 22% were in favor of an Indian English. The disparity

in the two sets of figures might be attributed to differences in a num-

ber of factors such as age, location, etc. but i.s still somewhat surprising-

considering the closeness of the other sets of figures.

The Thais are solidly behind establishment of a native speaker

norm with British English receiving the greatest amount of support. It
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dards that we can
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some trends in the choice of a target variety. The

following table compares the totals of the figures given for these two

types of standards in the descriptions en by the students of the pre-

sent language situation as they see it and how they would like it t-

develop.

Table X

Percentages of Students Choosing
Native and Non-Native Standards

Native

Non-Native

PRESENT

Sing. Indians Thais

47.0 30.6 34.5

53.0 69.4 65.5

FUTURE

Sing. Indians Thais

53.3 40.9

46.7 59.1 19.1

A purely statistical interpretation of the above figures would have

to point out the possibility of a trend away from the status quo and to-

wards a native speaker standard. Each nationality has a larger number

people promoting a na speaker variety than there are people who

believe that such standard is now the norm. The most extreme case is

Thailand where only 35% described educated Mai English as similar to a

native variety while over 80% agreed that such a variety should be the

desired model. This is very close to the 85% that thought that such a

model should be taught in the schools. Concurrently there are fewer

people aiming for a non-native variety than there are claiming that a

non-native variety is now the norm. For instance, 69% of the Indians

thought that a non-native variety was typical of the present situation



among educated speakers. In choosing their tandard for the future,

however, only 59% opted for a _ n native variety. Looking at the figures

in this light one must conclude that the present situation is not satin-

factory to some people and that these teople would welcome the adoption

of a native speaker model.

However, to look at these figures in terms of the shifting

Percentage cint to miss the outstanding message that these statis-

tics convey. For hundreds of years the native speaker standard has

ruled supreme as the only conceivable goal for a foreign language learner.

Yet iri.19T we see 59% jf .hese Indian students and almost 48% of the

Singauoreans laming non-C varlies as the ultimate goal for lan-

guage learning. In 19-' (1.976) found that only 22% of the gradu-

ate students he surveyed favored a form of Indian as opposed

the 47% found in graduate survey. Without more information

about hi- study it is impossible to discover the cause of this great

difference, however, one must consider the possibility that these dif-

ferences indicate a trend towards the acceptance of local models of

English. Certainly this trend is much more of a realistic possibility

than any sot of movement towards a native standard since the latter

formerly had the unquestioning support of almost everyone. This support

is still very strong in EFL countries like Thailand but has been sharply

eroding in ESL countries like India and Singapore where English is used

for intranational as well as international !?urposes. It i.s a possibility

. that these figures may symbolize a ver' -_ole revolution in opinion that

will change the airection of the development of English as a world lan-

guage.

0



CHAPTER VII

S Ci CONCLUSIONS

"Imagine the fame and wealth awaiting the poet or
author who can express the feelings of the peoples
of Southeast Asia (in English) in vivid, el_egant
and crisp prose, or fluid emotive poetry.

"He would be feted in New York, London, and be
read by most important people around the world.
The advantages of the English language are
manifest.''

Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
(Lee 1977b)
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:en said that statistics can be made to prove whatever you

want to prove. Much of the actual data was presented in this paper so

that the readers could draw their own conclusions. Mr interpretation

of it leads me to make the following general observations:

1. Given the usual dichotomy the type f answers given by the

Indian --d Singaporean students on thie one hand and the Thai studelt_

on the other, it is obvious that there is great value in using the inter-

national/intranational distinction in order to describe various English

language situations. Although almost all countries ould be using English

for international purposes, the number of nations using it within their

own culture would be much smaller. The degree of its use for both: pur-

poses would probably also show great fluctuations.

2. The reasons for studying English and the skills desired are

overwhelmingly the ones _ally le gilled instrumental. The 6cnerally

high level of English ability observed in the intranational countries

seems to throw doubt on the hypothe_is that integrative motivation is

essential for achievement in second language acquisition. This theory

would Probably be more valid for true second language situations where

there is a comm native speakers nearby the learner. The whole

aspect of integrative motivation should also be reexamined in terms

of the desire some learners to learn English in order to become a

Member of an indigenous group of English language speakers or a vague

international one rather than a community of tc.) reign native speakers.

3. The future growth of the use of English seems to be a certainty

these students are representative of other groups and other co

They now plan to use it more often in the future and to have their

tries
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children learn it too. They also forsee an expansion in its use

throughout the world. This expansion will not come through conquests

made by the native speaking countries but through increased contacts

between all peoples because of the needs arising out of the development

of a world society and an international market place. The growth of

English will no doubt be partly due to the still impressive influence

wielded by the native speaking countries, but a large part of the growth

.11 be because of the basic need for a world language of trade, diplomacy,

etc. There are already Egyptians in Kuwait and medians in Yemen working

as English language program advisers. English has become a creation too

big and important to be left to its originators alone. It is now the

world's business.

4. A major factor aiding this growth will be the decolonization

and indigenization of English. It is now seen less as a symbol of

imperialism and more as a viable candidate f_ the world's most imoo

international language. It is also becoming viewed as a local language

by those using it for intranational purposes. There is an increasing

acceptance of these educated local forms s varieties to be sup ed

as much if not more than native varieties. This movement will have

important repercussions on the way English is taught in the non-native

speaking countries. It also raises the question of its effect upon the

mutual intelligibility of these varieties.

5. As the number of non-native peakers grows and as they in eas-

ingly come to accept English as one of their own languages and not a

tool borrowed from someone else, the future of English will become less

and less controlled by the n Li,e speaker arbiter in areas outside his

homeland. It is often said tLat he British gave the English language
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to the world. Perhapu the time has come when the vorl d has finally

decided to fully accept th'e cif
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APPENDIX A

THE COOPERATING INSTITUTIONS

SINGAPORE, REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE

*1. Nanyang University
Dept of L,..mmerce, English Language Unit.

*2. Ngee Ann Technical College
English Language Unit.

3. Regional Language Centre

University of Singapore
Depts. of English, Engineering, and Co

RYDERAD, ANDHRA PRADES, INDIA

erce

*5. Badruka College
Dept. of Commerce.

6. Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages

*7. Jawaharlal Nehru Technical Institute
Dept. of Engir

Nizam College
Dept. of Engl,-

*9. Osmania Univeristy
Dept. of Engineering.

*10. Reddy College
Dept. of English.

*11. St. Francis College
Depts. of English and Commerce.

BANGKOK, THAILAND

12. Central Institute of English, Mahidol Unit"

*13. Chulalongkorn University
Depts. of English, Engineering, Education, and Cfl-nmerce.

INS

*14. Sri, Nakarin Wirot College
Dept. of English.

* Institutions supplying respondents,
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*15. Thammasat University
Depts. of English and Commerce

16. English Language Center, Chulalongkorn University

HONOLULU, HAWAII, U. .A.

17. University of Ftawaii

Dept. of EngliSh as a Second Language
English Language Institute
Hawaii English Language Project

18. Culture Learning Institute of the East -West Center
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AFPENDIX

REASONS FOR STUDYING ENGLISH

SINGAPORE INDIA THAILAND

MAN MEAN

1. Work 1.418 Work 457 Natbus 1.527

2. System 1.653 System 1.85:7 Natgen 1.713

3. Gdjob 1.782 Link 2.021 Forbus 1.721

Natbus 2.100 Natbus 2.116 Forgen 1.823

5. Forbus 2.195 Better 2.175 Work 1.836

6. Better 2.324 Forbus 2.348 Study 2.073

7. Forgen 2.371 Social 2.362 Gdjob
9 1=_:,'-
-,,..c..

8. Natgen 2.391 Gdjob 2.438 System 2.537

9. Film 2.402 Natgen 2.493 Enjoy 2.580

10. Link 2.482 Forgen 2.518 Link 2.585

11. Social 2.624 Lit 2.621 Film 2.6t-,7

12. Lit 2.671 Life 2.668 Forjob 2.755

13. Life 2.746 Yllm 2.755 Life 2.904

14. Study 2.871 Enjoy 2.778 Fluent 3.026

15. Forjob 3.088 Study 2.994 Natfun 3.133

16. Natfun 3.135 Fluent 3.039 Social 3.315

17. Enjoy 3.198 Fork 3.062 Forwrk 3.369

18. Forwrk 3.329 Forjob 3.211 Nonfun 3.372

19. Fluent 3.763 Easy 3.389 Lit 3.498

20. Nonfun 3.835 Like 3.395 Better 3.532

21. Like 3.900 Natfun 3.420 Easy 3.961

22. Easy 3.911 Love 3.490 Like 4.035

1-Definitely my reason

2-Partly my reason

3-11m not sure

4-Probably NOT my reason
5-Definitely NOT my reason
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SINGAPORE INDIA THAILAND

AMEAN MEAN MEAN
23, Nonwrk 3.941 Think 3.611 ?Tonwrk 4.036

Think 4.018 Nonwrk Love 4.176

25 Love 4.024 Nonfun 3.898 Think 4.358
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APPEND C

SINGAPORE

THE LMPORTANCE

MEAN

OF SELECT

INDIA

ENLGISR LANGUAGE

MEAN

SKILLS

THAILAND

MEAN

1. Report 1.375 Text 1.587 Takwrk 1.574

2. Text 2.473 Report 1.722 Text 1.663

3. Takwrk 1.716 Takwrk 1.938 Report 1.949

4. Felwrk 1.805 Malts 2.009 Wrknon 1.990

5. Radio 2.051 Letter 2.095 Taksoc 2.144

6. Letter 2.059 Wrknon 2.183 Malts 2.199

7. Mags 2.083 Taksoc 2.192 Letter 2.234

8. Taksoc 2.095 Litfun 2.254 Taknon 2.465

9. Felsoc 2.118 Felwrk 2.281 Radio 2.542

10. Person: 2.125 Story 2.302 Movies 2.660

11. Wrknon 2.189 Person 2.319 Litfun 3.058

12. Movies 2.240 Taknon 2.367 Felwrk 3.277

13. Litfun 2.260 Radio 2.398 Story 3.478

14. Taknon 2.424 Movie 2.409 Felsoc 3.606

15, Story 2.435 Felsoc 2.519 Person 3.720

1- Extremely Important

2-Important
3-Neither Important Nor Unimportant

4-Unimportant
5-Extremely Unimportant
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE SURVEY
EAST T CENTER CULTURE LEARNING INSTIll-
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This is not a test. M nae no right or wrong answers. The questions are

designed to find our how vou fevi. about English. You do not have to sign your

name. Please read the questios carefully and answer them to the best of your

ability. Hare are a fe' tett you may not be familiar with:

1. A NATIVE SPEAKER Ls n person who learns English as his first language.
Most Americans, Britishers, Australians, and New Zealanders are native speakers

of English.
2. A NON-NATIVE SPEAKER is a person who learns English in addition to hi -thet

tongue. English is not his first Language.

PART I: alOGRAPHICALINFORMATION: (Circle or write in your answer)

1. Major: English Engineering Coomerc_ Business

Institution:

4. Your age:

3. Future Occups

5. Sex: Male Female

6. For how many years have y -' studied English?

What

What

was the language u.;ed in your high school?

was the main language used In your college or university

9 What languages were spoken at home vher, you were a child
If English wa

---gewssmis.m

token, what percentage of the time was it used

What was the fi.:st Languagu you learned to speak,

What language do you now know the beat?

12. What countries have you ha
did you stay in each country?

COUNTRY WEEKS

where you had to speak English every day? Row long

COUNTRY W COLRMRY

Did your family encourage you to study English

Yes, encouraged me very much.

Yes, encouraged me a little.

Neither encouraged me nor diacoua

WEEKS

one)

discouraged me a Little.

iscouraged me very much.

14. How good are you in reading, writing, speaking, and listening to English? Which

can you do best? second best. etc.? Circle your answer, 14 you feel that you

&V; equally good in too skills, circle the sane answer for both of them.

a. READING: My Best Second Best Third Hest Worst

b. WI/TING: My Best Second Beet Third Best Worst

c. SPEAKING: My Bost Second Best Third Best Worst

d. LISTENING: My Best Second aest Third Best Worst

Which those skill do you want to be your best?
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II: USC OF ER In an Average span of two months, hew 15$O14ehtiv do you
people? Place an "X" in the appropriate space.

VERY AT LEAST AT LEAST MANY TIMES
NEVER RARELY 1/WEEE 1/DAY DAILY

L6. FELLOW COUNTRYMEN:

a. Family Mamhars

S. Friends

o. Fallow Students

d. English Teachera

4. Other Teachers

t. Government Offici

q. Busines -n

h. Fellow countrymen
whose lAnquaq4 you don't
know.

i. (others)

j.

17. FOREMNEREI

k. Native Speakers of
English

1. Other foreigners who
speak English.

In the future, onto you have graduated and taken a job, you may be using English
with other people And with a different Level of frequency. Please think abJut your
future needs for English and the people with whom you think you will be using English.
Place an "X' in the appropriate space for each group of people.

VERY AT LEAST AT LEAST MANY TIMES
NEVER RARELY 1/WEEK 1 /GAY DAILY

La. Fmtww

a. Family Members

b. Friends

c. Fellow Workers

d. Supervisors

a. Teachers

f. Government 0

g. Businessmen

h. fellow countrymen whose
language you don't Know

(other

= ,°==.
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19. foRtIGNERSI

Native Speakers of

English.

1. Nonnative speakers
English.

VERY AT LEAST AT LSAST HAW
NEVER RARELY 1/WEEK 1/047 DAILY

PART III:ReasOns for Studying English. Listed below ere a number of reasons vily

students study Ehglish. Which reasons ate the sane 4.$ yours? Road .4411 reason

then circle the number that best represents your real feelings. Se sure to de it

fear every reason.

I studied English because it will

help me to better understand
English speakers :And their way of 11-a.

I studied English because it is easy.

72. I studied EngliSh because I enjoy
studying languAgee.

I studied English so that I could
get a good job in my country.

74. I studied English so that I could
get a job in a fsareign country.

I studied English so I could
study in a foreign country.

studied English primarily because
it is required in our system.

27. I studied English so I could talk
to native speakers of English
for business/educacional reasons.

28- I studied English so d talk
to native speakers about general
thinge.

2g I studied tngi.ish so I could talk
to other foreigners for business/
edUrational reasons'.

30. I studied English sO I could t
to other foreigners about general
things.

31- I studied English so I could talk
to people in my own country whose
language is unknown to me.

92

Definitely Pertly /'M Probably IlafLrtltelY

my reason my not NOT

Reason sure MY
Reason

2 4

2 l 4

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

1

2

2

2 l

4

4
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32. I studied English becauSe t
travel to a foreign country
ny work.

33. I studied English because t plan to
travel to an English-speaking country
for pleasure.

studied English because I plan to
ravel to non-frigllsh speaking

countries someday for my work.

35. t studied English because I van
travel to non-English speaking
countries someday for pleasure.

I studied English because I feel
that no one is really educated
until he is fluent LA English.

37. I studied English bars
it for my work.

need

38. I studied English because
read English literature for pleasure.

39. I studied English because I wanr to
enjoy English films and radio 014

t.v. programs.

40. t studied Engligh because
help me to think And behave ae
English speakers do.

41. t studied Englilh because good
knowledge of it will help me get
more social recognition.

42. I studied English because I believe
that a Knowledge of another language
will make me a better person.

43. I studied English because
countries in which English is

44. I studied English because the

people who are native speak rs of
nglish.

45. the2)

Definitely Partly I'm Probably Definitely

my reason my not NOT NOT my...
Reason sure my ReaSon

Reason

2 4

4

2 4

2 i 4

4

2

2 4

1 2 4

2

2

46. Of all the reasons listed above, which were the

4

3

most important reasons for
you? Write the numbers of chase reasons here: =IRST SECOND THIRD_



PAAr rV: Qe1vw IA a fiat o1 English language
Will, to you? Weider by circling the number 1.i

tHi=10 ANT
UTORTANT ASE THESE

ENOLISIII MILS TO 01,07

47. Being able tO tall witt
A native speaker of
English in social
situations.

40. Being .0014 to tales
native speakers of
in work situations.

49. Being able to tall to your
fellow countIymen in Social
situations.

50. Being able to taLl to your
fellow coantryne4 is work
situations,

Being able to tall to
non-native sposicere tram

counntles ia social
situations.

52. Slang able to talk to
non - native speakers from
other countries in work

Situations.

Being able to understand
radio and c.v. broadOasts.

54. Being able to enjoy (ids
it tnollst.

55. Being able to read Engli
Literature fOr pleasure.

56, Being able to read textbooks,
reports, articles, etc. in

English.

57. Biting able tc read foreign
newspapers Oagatinee. etc
it English for pleasure.

59. Being able to writs pears
Letters in English to
foreigners.

portant are each of

feeling.

NOR

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

9U.

rATHEZ-1LLY

rstirm:PoRvorr

5

5

5

5



S9. Being able to write
personal letters in
English to fellow
countrymen.

60. Being thle to write
papers, reports, and
business letters in
English.

61. Being able to write
stories and articles
etc. in English.

erranizty

Di:PORTANT DEPORT

2

2

2
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NEITHER
tripOMMUTr

NOR EXTREMELY

UNIMPORTAWI IMPORTANT

4 5

4

P. Of all these skills, which three are most important to yon7 Write tine numbers of

these skills here in order of 14*M-tante: FIRST SECOND THIRD

PAST V. ATTITUDES TOWARD ENGLISM$ Sere are a number of statements abvit English.
Read than carefully and than indicate if you agree or disagree itch the statement by
circling the number that best represents your feelings.

STRONGLY =TUBB AGREE STRONGLY

AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE

62. this _ -try we have our
own variety of English which
is different from Ameritsn.

ishi And Australian
Earclish.

63. I believe that we should
teach our own educated
variety of English in our
schools*

64. The variety of English spoken
in this country can be easily
Understood by foreigners.

65. I believe that we should
teach a native-speaker
variety of English in our
schools.

1

4

4

4

66. t think that we should learn i 2 3 4

English without paying
attention to the cultures of
the English-speaking count;

67. I don't really like English,
but I speak it because it is
USeful.

6a. I plan to make sure that my i. 2

children learn English well.
5



69. In the distant future, most
people in the world will know

English.

English is important only
because of the political,
economic end social power of
the United States and Britain.

71. If the United States and
Britain lose their power,
English will not continue to
be a world language.

72. If English were NOT
our schools, I woald
learn it.

73. Of All the foreign 18.gueges I
could stud?, I like English
the best.

74.

S NGLY NEITHER AGlli SINGLY
AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE

ink that we should learn to speak English:

like the British.

like she kss cane.

like the Australians.

in our own way.

like educated non-native sc

75. The English spoken in my country by

like !British English.

like American English.

like Australian EngliSh.

unique to my co

3

(choose one)

_ from Other countries.

d speakers is genera

like educated non-native speakers from

5

4 5

4

5

y: (choose one)

96
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76. Please rank the follOwin
speaking English. Write
importance.

IT Is woRrAin

=ups
2, 3

eople in order of importance to you for
4 in the spaces to show the order of

H SO TRAI I CAN Tl

low countrymen_ in specific social or businesi sit ations.

fellow countrymen who do not know my first language.

native English speakers.

non - native English S_eskers from other c

Ti. If you had your choice, whet percentage of your
spend on each of these skills? Circle the pe rcentage number. The total must

ish class time would you

add up to 100.

0

10

10

10

10

20

20

20

20

Percen

30 40

30 40

30 40

40

50

50

50

50

nglish Class Time

60 70 80

60 70 80

60 70 80

60 70 80

90

90

90

90

100

100

100

RTADING:

WRITING:

SPRARINC:

LISTIWrNC:

78. If you had your choice. what percentage of your English class time would you

spend on each of these areas? Circle the percentage number.

add u 100.

Percentage of English Class Time

English Lang-usq stciila: 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 50 100

(Reading, Writ etc.)

English Llterature 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

The Cultures of English- 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Speaking Countries:
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